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RECOLLECTIONS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN

MY first meeting with Abraham Lincoln was in 1854. I had
secured a position as a reporter on a newspaper in Chicago. I

had scarcely become acquainted with my duties in the office when
I was sent by the chief editor to Springfield, 111., to report a speech of Mr.
Lincoln against the repeal of the Missouri Compromise.

As I was the reporter of the principal Whig newspaper in the State

(Mr. Lincoln himself belonging to that party), I was the recipient of

some local attention when I arrived in Springfield, and was presented to

Mr. Lincoln before he made his speech. I had never even heard his name
before. At first glance his appearance was not attractive. He was tall,

bony, angular, and destitute of all the graces except a winning cast of

countenance with which he greeted all comers; but that counted for

much. Kindliness and honesty beamed from his eyes and from every

wrinkle on his face. All this I took in at my first meeting with him,

but I did not expect much of a speech from him.

It was a warmish day in early October, and Mr. Lincoln was in his

shirt sleeves when he stepped on the platform. I observed that, although

awkward, he was not in the least embarrassed. He began in a slow and
hesitating manner, but without any mistakes of language, dates, or facts.

It was evident that he had mastered his subject, that he knew what he was
going to say, and that he knew he was right. He had a thin, high-pitched

falsetto voice of much carrying power, that could be heard a long distance

in spite of the bustle and tumult of a crowd. He had the accent and

pronunciation peculiar to his native State, Kentucky. Gradually he

warmed up with his subject, his angularity disappeared, and he passed

into that attitude of unconscious majesty that is so conspicuous in Saint

Gaudens's statue at the entrance of Lincoln Park in Chicago. I have

often wondered how this artist, who never saw the subject of his work,

could have divined his presence and his dignity as a public speaker so

perfectly.
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72 RECOLLECTIONS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN

Progressing with his theme, his words began to come faster and his

face to light up with the rays of genius and his arms and body to move in

unison with his thoughts. His gestures would not be called either grace-

ful or ungraceful. They were the natural expression of the man, and so

perfectly adapted to what he was saying that anything different from it

would have been quite inconceivable. Sometimes his manner was very

impassioned, and he seemed transfigured with his subject. Perspiration

would stream from his face, and each particular hair would stand on end.

Then the inspiration that possessed him took possession of his hearers

also. His speaking went to the heart because it came from the heart.

I have heard celebrated orators who could start thunders of applause

without changing any man's opinion. Mr. Lincoln's eloquence was of the

higher type which produced conviction in others because of the convic-

tion of the speaker himself. His listeners felt that he believed every word
he said, and that like Martin Luther he would go to the stake rather than

abate one jot or tittle of it. In such transfigured moments as these he

was the type of the ancient Hebrew prophet as I learned that character

at Sunday school in my childhood.

This speech was two or three hours long. It made so profound an

impression upon me that I feel under its spell to this day. It is known in

history as Mr. Lincoln's Peoria speech. Although first delivered at

Springfield, October 4, 1854, it was repeated at Peoria twelve days later

and then first published.

Four years later, I was brought into more intimate relations with

Mr. Lincoln. I then filled a subordinate place in the office of the Chicago

Tribune. Mr. Lincoln had been nominated by the Republicans of Illinois

for the seat in the United States Senate then held by Stephen A. Douglas.

A senatorial campaign unsurpassed in interest and unparalleled in results

was thus begun. I was chosen by my employers to accompany Mr. Lin-

coln, to describe the scenes and the events, and generally to write up the

campaign for the newspaper. This task brought me into Mr. Lincoln's

society almost constantly for four months. We were often together in

public conveyances and public houses without other company. Mr. Lin-

coln was seldom silent when he had anybody to talk with. I was fre-

quently his only interlocutor, and although I was but a stripling, he

honored me with his conversation, and paid the same deference to mine as

though I had been his equal in years and experience. He never gave him-

self any airs of superiority over anybody, old or young, white or black.
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Fie put everybody at ease whom he met without seeming to do so, or

being aware that he was doing so, and he was always at ease himself except

in fashionable society. In any place where he was expected to exert him-

self in a social way, he was in marked distress.

In 1858, Senator Douglas filled the public eye to a greater extent

than any other living American, not excepting President Buchanan. His

committee in Illinois advised him not to accept Lincoln's challenge to

public debate, saying that if he did so he would lift Lincoln into a position

of prominence which he could not otherwise gain. This sounds rather

oddly now, but it was a true conception. Lincoln could not have been

nominated for President in i860 if Douglas had not accepted his chal-

lenge. Lincoln was brought into the range of vision by his conflict with

the Little Giant, but when he once came within the range of vision, he

remained there by his merits, and very soon he was recognized as the

greater man of the two. Douglas knew that if he should decline Lin-

coln's challenge on any grounds whatever, he would lose the battle. The
people of Illinois were accustomed to joint debates. They had no use

for carpet knights or for any candidate for public honors who was not

willing to meet his competitor face to face. So Douglas accepted the

challenge, but he limited the number of joint debates to seven, evidently

thinking that these would be sufficient to save his reputation for courage,

but not sufficient to give Lincoln the advantage to which his logical power
and his moral standing entitled him. Each of these men was running for

President then,, but only one of them knew that fact, and that one was
Douglas.

To give any adequate account of this campaign would be a task of

hours, even of days, and would be quite inappropriate here. I shall add

something, however, concerning Lincoln's traits as I learned them from
personal contact and observation.

He was a many-sided man and one who presented striking contrasts.

He was the most humorous being I ever met, and also one of the most

serious. His humor was of the impromptu and contagious kind that

takes possession of all parts of the person as well as all the parts of

speech. As a master of drollery he surpassed all of his contemporaries

in Illinois, and yet his solemnity as a public speaker and a political and

moral instructor was like that of an Old Testament prophet. He was
the only public speaker I have ever known thus doubly gifted, whose
powers of mirth did not submerge or even impair his powers of gravity.
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" He combined within himself," says Mr. Henry C. Whitney, " the

strangely diverse roles of head of the State in the agony of civil war, and
also that of the court jester; and was supremely eminent in both char-

acters." This sounds like a paradox, but it is quite true. The Lincoln

who fought Douglas on the stump in 1858 took all of his jocose as well as

his serious traits to Washington in 1861. Yet he knew his own intellect-

ual powers. He knew that he could move masses of men; and he felt the

burden of duty upon him to use those gifts for high and noble ends.

There was also a vein of melancholy in his makeup, which was habitual

to him in repose. I saw him many times when his face wore a look of

sorrow that was painful to behold. Yet five minutes later he would be

reminded of a little story by a remark made by somebody else, and would
convulse a whole room full of people with laughter by telling it.

How are we to account for these wonderful turns " from grave to

gay, from lively to severe"? Well, he was not the only person thus

doubly endowed. We learn from Morley's Life of Gladstone that the

latter at the height of his career was not averse to dancing a jig, and that

he could sing a comic song with effect. We know, too, that the same
genius that gave us Macbeth, and Lear, and Hamlet, gave us Falstaff, and

Touchstone, and Dogberry. Shakespeare was the superior of Sophocles

in tragedy and of Aristophanes in comedy. Lincoln did not have the

gift of poetry, but within the range of prose his power of expression was
akin to that of Shakespeare. I chanced to open the other day his Cooper
Institute speech. This is one of the few printed speeches that I did not

hear him deliver in person. As I read the concluding pages of that

speech, the conflict of opinion that preceded the conflict of arms then

sweeping upon the country like an approaching solar eclipse, seemed pre-

figured like a chapter of the Book of Fate. Here again he was the Old
Testament prophet, before whom Horace Greeley bowed his head, saying

that he had never listened to a greater speech, although he had heard

several of Webster's best.

The subject of human slavery, which formed the principal theme of

Mr. Lincoln's speeches, has touched many lips with eloquence and lighted

many hearts with fire. I listened to most of the great anti-slavery orators

of the last half century, including Wendell Phillips, Owen Lovejoy, and

Henry Ward Beecher, but I must say that Abraham Lincoln, who was not

classed as an anti-slavery orator, or even an anti-slavery man, before he
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issued the Emancipation Proclamation, made a stronger anti-slavery im-

pression upon me than any of them.

The reason why he was not reckoned by the anti-slavery men in 1858
as one of themselves was that he made the preservation of the Union,

not the destruction of slavery, his chief concern. But he held then, as

he did later, that the Union must be preserved consistently with the Con-

stitution and with the rule of the majority. Preserving it by infringing

these was, in his view, an agreement to destroy it.

Mr. Lincoln quickly gained the confidence of strangers, and, if they

were much with him, their affection as well. I found myself strongly

drawn to him from the first, and this feeling remains to me now as a

priceless possession. James Russell Lowell said that he counted it a

great gain to have lived at the same time with Abraham Lincoln. How
much greater the gain to have felt the subtle influence of his presence.

This personal quality, whose influence I saw growing and widening among
the people of Illinois from day to day during that great campaign, event-

ually penetrated to all the Northern States, and after his death to all the

Southern States. It was this magical personality that commanded all

loyal hearts. It was this leadership that upheld confidence in the dark

hours of the war and sent back to the White House the sublime refrain

:

" We are coming, Father Abraham, three hundred thousand more."

Could any other man then living have grappled the affections and
confidence of the plain people and held them steadfast and unwavering
as did this homely giant of the prairies? He was himself one of the plain

people. What was in his mind and heart was in theirs. He spoke

straight into their bosoms. He translated the weightiest political and
social problems this country has ever dealt with into language that all

could understand. Nobody was so humble, nobody so high, that he could

not draw new lessons and new inspiration from Abraham Lincoln during

that great crisis.

.;

" God moves in a mysterious way,
His wonders to perform."

Looking back upon the whole anti-slavery conflict, is it not a cause

for wonder that the man who finally led the nation through the Red Sea
and gave his own life at the very entrance of the promised land, was born
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in a slave State, of the most humble parents, in crushing poverty, and in

the depths of ignorance, and had reached the age of fifty before he was
much known outside of his own State? Was there ever such unpromising

material from which to fashion the destroyer of American slavery?

Now, it may be questioned whether these impressions of Abraham
Lincoln are the ones I formed half a century ago, or whether they are

due to the mightier events of the civil war, which came later. It is not

easy to separate first impressions from subsequent ones of the same kind,

but I found it possible to do so in this case by referring to the records of

my journeyings with Mr. Lincoln in 1858, written down by myself at

that time, which I examined not long since. I am thus enabled to say

that the later events, which crowned Mr. Lincoln's life and death with

glory, confirmed and heightened my first impressions, but did not alter

them in any other sense. Altogether, they teach a lesson in public duty,

true citizenship, and devotion in the common weal, which is not surpassed

in ancient or modern times. He was one of " Plutarch's men," and his

name will stand among the great ones of the earth, who have been a

blessing and not a scourge to mankind.

Horace White.
Evening Post, N. Y.



RECOLLECTIONS OF THE LAST DEBATE BETWEEN
LINCOLN AND DOUGLAS

THE seventh, or last, of the Lincoln-Douglas debates was held in

Alton, 111., in October, 1858. Alton was then an important place

in the antislavery controversy, being the place where was enacted,

twenty-one years before, the first great tragedy of the antislavery struggle,

by which Elijah P. Lovejoy lost his life. To-day the only permanent mark
to perpetuate the memory of the incident is the monument in the city ceme-

tery erected to the memory of Lovejoy by the State of Illinois and the citi-

zens of Alton. Although the matter of placing a tablet on the old city

hall building to mark the place where the great Lincoln-Douglas debate

took place, has been suggested frequently by officials of the Illinois State

Historical Society, no real move has been made to set up the mark and,

to-day, only a fast-disappearing remnant of the men of the early days

can point out to the younger generation where the great debate was,

which marked the beginning of the close of that great controversy. Few
of those who were of years to fully appreciate the importance of the

great event in Alton's history remain to recall the story of the debate.

Hon. H. G. McPike, who was at that time one of the prominent figures

in the new Republican party, retains a vivid impression of the great throng,

the tense interest, the points discussed and the reception which the speakers

evoked at Alton. He says

:

" The speeches in the debate were really a review of important points

which had been brought out elsewhere in their campaign by the two
great speakers. The debate occurred at the northeast corner of the city

hall, where we had erected a great platform, at the base of two hills,

where the speakers could be seen and heard by a vast number of people.

We had counted on a large crowd to hear the close of the debate, but we
were greatly surprised at the magnitude of it. Early in the morning

people began arriving in vehicles from the country districts. Madison
county and the adjacent counties, which contributed to the throng, were

strongly Democratic, and no doubt Judge Douglas had the majority of

the audience with him.

I was a member of the committee on arrangements, and was
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chosen to represent the Republican party on the platform with the speak-

ers. Judge Douglas sat to the right of Mr. Lincoln. His appearance

was in strong contrast with that of his antagonist in debate. Lincoln

—

tall, gaunt and ungraceful in his gestures; Douglas—short, thickset and
much more graceful. The day was a beautiful one—one of the prettiest

I have ever known in October. When the hour for the speaking arrived

the whole arena was crowded with thousands of people for several blocks

in front of the stand. It was planned to make the close the greatest of

the series of debates. The weeks of strenuous struggle throughout the

State were to be ended at Alton. The press of Illinois and of St. Louis

had stirred up interest in the debate by printing sharp comments on the

speeches. Nothing had been so intensely interesting since the discussion

of the slavery question and the adoption of the State constitution. Tables

for use of the newspaper reporters were set up before the speakers' stand

and representatives were there from the greatest papers in the country.

Revel W. English was named as the Democratic representative on the

platform, while I was the Republican representative.

When the speakers were introduced the audience repressed its ex-

citement and listened eagerly. It seemed to me that Judge Douglas was
suffering from a severe cold and was very hoarse. He labored under a

disadvantage which to me seemed to detract from the power of his argu-

ment. From a distance his voice sounded like that of a mastiff giving

short, quick barks. He had the opening speech, and on being introduced

was received with a tumult and great enthusiasm. Throughout the

speech Judge Douglas received such cheering as I had never heard before.

When Lincoln was introduced he gained the immediate attention

of his audience. He threw into his voice and gestures an animation that

bound the audience with a spell. When he touched on the slavery fea-

ture of his address, it seemed to me there came an eloquence born of the

earnestness of a heart convinced of the sinfulness—the injustice and the

brutality of the institution of slavery, which made him a changed man. So

long as I live I will never lose the impression he made upon me. It

helped strengthen my convictions on the subject of human slavery, and I

have heard boys who heard him say that it shaped their opinions and

fixed their views in after life. His long arms rose and fell and swayed

in air in the gestures which became to the audience under his spell models

of grace and beauty. His tones rang out clear, and his resonant voice

proclaimed with profound conviction the doom of slavery or the doom
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of the nation. ' A house divided against itself cannot stand,' said he,
1 and this nation must be all free or all slave,' suiting his words to those of

the Christ when he denounced sin and said that sin and unrighteousness

could not exist with righteousness in the heart of the same individual.

He argued that the principles of slavery and freedom could not exist in

the nation side by side. Frequently he would pause in his argument

and, turning to Judge Douglas at his side, would say, ' Is not that so,

Judge Douglas, is not that so? ' I forgot the ungainly form and homely

face and seemed to see the great heart of Lincoln beating in its horror

of the infamy of the institution against which he inveighed. Wild and

long continued cheering from Republican throats punctuated the points

of Lincoln, while the Democrats stood silently or glumly listening to his

discourse. The audience was orderly, with no disturbing feature to mar
it. Frequently Lincoln would turn to his little opponent in the debate

and with his face beaming benevolence, he would refer to ' My friend,

Judge Douglas.'

The Alton debate was a great one—some asserting it was the great-

est of all the seven. Men listened to it who became widely known in

public life, thereafter, and some of them publicly said that the debate at

Alton sounded the knell of slavery, while it paved the way for the elec-

tion of Lincoln as President two years later. It made such an impression

on my mind that to-day the tones of Lincoln are still vibrating in my
ears, and it stirred my heart as nothing else did and made me a greater

foe of the institution of slavery.

Lincoln's sarcasm in referring to Judge Douglas' views on the ques-

tion of extending slavery to new States was biting. He predicted that

if slave owners from slave States were permitted to take their slave labor

into the new States, and there mingle with men of differing views, it

would be only a short time until the match of passion would start the

fire that would soon drive the man from Massachusetts to fly at the

throat of the man from Louisiana. He said that a government to be

good must take care of the governed and must keep down the troubles

which would naturally arise from a further extension of slavery, and his-

tory has borne him out in that respect."

Globe-Democrat, St. Louis.
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AT this distant date, so distant from the occurrences of which I am
about to speak, I shall give as nearly a full account as possible of

L what took place beginning at Fort Clark, in Western-Middle

Texas, in March, 1 86 1 . I was a bridegroom then, and my honeymoon
at its full and just at this time I did my duty with a zest and springiness

of purpose, that was the outgrowth of my beatitude, even to the " shinning

it " on all fours, across a log that spanned the Rio Las Moras, to visit a

sentinel as " officer of the day," when the night was so dark that the log

was invisible and the sentinel apt to make himself discernible by the flash

of his musket, as he first fired and then challenged; so that one can well

see my mind was fit only for pleasurable emotion, and my whole being was

rudely shaken when the news was received that an amicable division was

to be made between North and South—we to take post on one of the

Great Lakes, being relieved by Texas State troops at Fort Clark. The
wonderful news being confirmed by the knowledge that the order for the

evacuation came direct from General Twiggs, Department Commander,

matters were soon arranged for departure. I was then a second lieu-

tenant of the Third U. S. Infantry, quartermaster, commissary and acting

ordnance officer of the post. To receive the government property, a

Doctor Cummings, " Commissioner of the State of Texas," was to come

with the State troops and receipt for them. But a few days remained for

preparation; I had to look about for transportation for my wife and self.

I had an ambulance, the one which had brought us from New Mexico,

but no horses, when fortunately the Fort Inge sutler who was visiting at

Fort Clark, traded his two-horse buggy with me, and Captain, afterwards

Major General, George Sykes, in the goodness of his heart, offered to help

me in breaking two of my riding horses to draw it, and after a few days

they seemed to go quietly enough from my quarters out to the front of the

fort and back without stopping. Then came a morning, when, after

reveille, we saw a number of strangers, the most motley crew I ever be-

held, in groups and singly, examining everything in sight, and one, rather

better dressed than the others, standing on the porch of the commanding

officer's quarters, talking with Major O. L. Sheppard, then in command.

None were in uniform—and these were the " State Troops " that had
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8

1

come to relieve us. In about two days I completed the transfer of the

government property to Dr. Cummings, and held his receipts. In the

order for the evacuation, it was stipulated that we were to march out with
our arms, side-arms and personal property, and to salute the flag. I was
to take command of the battery, which was directly in front of the flag-

staff, and fire the national salute, immediately on which the troops were
to start. All was ready and I was about to commence firing, when I

noticed the Texas officer, with something under his left arm that was
evidently a flag, but not the Stars and Stripes, and I determined in a

second that it should not wave over our heads or even within our range

of sight; so stepping over to the sergeant who held the halliards, ready to

lower away as soon as the salute should be finished, I whispered to him

to get the bight of the rope in his hand and cut it unseen and let the end

come to the ground when the flag was lowered. In a moment, as the

last gun was fired, the thing was done, the cord ran through the truck

and fell to the ground. The troops wheeled into column of platoons,

and away they went, five companies strong, to the music of the band,

down the road toward the coast and the starting point for the voyage

home, when I put my wife into the buggy, jumped in beside her. As I

passed the Texas captain, he was still standing with his flag under his arm
and looking as black as a thunder cloud. As I reached the top of the hill

and looked back before descending, there was no flag flying on the old

staff, but I could see a man climbing it, to re-reeve the halliards. And
just then I began to see the mistake Sykes and I had made in breaking the

horses to harness. We had taught them to pull all right, but had never

instructed them in the highly necessary art of stopping except at my own
door, where they had really always stopped of their own accord. Now,
as soon as they got on the down grade and the breeching touched them,

they started at a brisk gait, and a donkey-engine could not have stopped

them. They absolutely ran away and were only checked by running them
into a fence. When the command had passed, we took our place in the

rear of the train of ambulances, as befitted the rank of a second lieutenant;

and then, with the back of a vehicle to run the pole into, if necessary,

the team was taught how to stop when it was required of them.

From here we travelled uneventfully, making good daily drives and
camping usually on beautiful spots with plenty of those requirements of

a traveller of that day—wood, water and grass. During this time I

heard but little talk among our officers as to the situation of affairs and

the great changes that had come upon us. It irked us of course to think
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that our country should be dismembered, but we had known of the long-

existing bitterness that had existed between certain factions, divided by
" Mason and Dixon's line," and as our orders came through legitimate

channels, we thought that some compromise had been effected and that

the country was divided, as the rumor had stated, and we had but to obey

orders. Among our southern born officers there was no talk or thought

of leaving us; nor did I witness much feeling but once, and that in the case

of an officer
1 who passed us in his ambulance with his wife, on his way to

his wife's home in Arkansas to recruit his health. We had been great

friends, and he told me, with tears, that he would never desert " the old

gridiron," as he called the flag; but alas the influence of Governor Rector

at Fort Smith was too much for him, and he died in his first battle at Pea

Ridge, as a Confederate brigadier.

Day by day we ate up our rations and a part of the two hundred
miles' journey, until near San Antonio, where an orderly met us with a

message from Colonel Waite, who had relieved General Twiggs in com-

mand of the department.

The message suggested that as there was some excitement among the

citizens, it would be well if the command were marched around the city.

Why the people should be excited we could not imagine, as we had had

full assurance of their good will from their representatives. However,
the old regiment was not in the habit of sneaking around through by-

ways when the main road was open. Major Sheppard called a council

of the officers and it was determined that the full-dress uniform should be

gotten out and put on, band instruments and regimental flags unpacked

and that we should march through San Antonio with everything flying,

blowing and beating—so that for a while everything was in confusion.

Colonel Waite had sent for me. I found him at the Menger House, the

hotel of the city. After a short talk, he warned me to be careful of the

$3500 government money which I told him I had as quartermaster and

acting commissary, and dismissed me. I rode to meet our people, and

met them just as they entered, colors flying, band playing, drum major

nearly turning himself inside out with his baton, and every officer and

man as fine as brass and bullion could make him; and now occurred an

incident that I can never forget; an old, bareheaded, gray-haired gentle-

man, whose name I afterwards found to be Bell, a jeweler of San Antonio;

also met the column. He was wrapped from head to foot in an Amer-

ican flag, as a mantle, and stood in the middle of the road waiting. As
1 Steen.
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soon as the drum major was within a few feet of him, he faced about,

took the step and with his head high in air and his old eyes flashing, he

marched through the town and past its last houses in the suburbs, and then

fell out, and was cheered to the echo as the column passed him. I was
afterwards told that he lived in San Antonio and was loyal throughout

the whole war; and in a note to Colonel Geo. E. Glenn, U. S. A., Mr.
Bell's daughter stated that the old gentleman died there, and was buried

in that same flag.

Returning to Colonel Waite, I reported the passage of the troops,

received some instructions from him, and rejoined the column—but the

horses ran away as we crossed a dry creek next day, and my wife insisted

they be replaced by mules, which was done, and she felt safe, though the

new team ran away twice a day thereafter.

At Green Lake, twenty miles from the coast, we were to camp,

awaiting the rest of the regiment to arrive at Indianola from Ringgold

Barracks on the Rio Grande, as it had been arranged that all of the

companies, with band and regimental headquarters were to embark for

New York on the same vessel, the Empire City. Tents were soon pitched

and we had a short time before dark to look about us, the result being that

we found five companies of the Second Cavalry, with band and head-

quarters, in camp nearby, making ready to sail in the next transport that

should arrive after we had sailed. Here we remained three weeks, until

the commanding officer of the camp, Colonel Larkin Smith, became im-

patient and ordered that we, with the five companies of cavalry and their

" outfit " should embark in the steamer then waiting for us off the bar at

Indianola, and that the rest of our regiment, when they arrived, should

take the next steamer. We accordinyly marched to Indianola, and en-

camped. I sold my buggy, harness and one horse, to a citizen, and
arranged with him to send my other horse to me in the East, via New
Orleans and the Mississippi; so little did I suspect or know of the actual

condition of affairs in the country. Of course, I never saw the horse

again. The next day we prepared to embark, and for this we had to use

two small steamers, the United States andFashion, as lighters, to reach our

ship, which drew too much water to cross the bar, and had to anchor ten

miles out. The Fashion being the larger, took the troops, and the United

States everybody else, including a great many children. I was detailed

to this duty—and leaving my pistol and the bag containing all my money
on the cabin table, in charge of my wife, I bustled about and remained
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until the lines had been cast off at the wharf; when upon returning to

the cabin to get everybody on deck, I found pistol, belt and money all

had disappeared, and they staid disappeared, too, so I might say I left

pretty much all I possessed in the land of the lariat and cowboy.

There was no time, however, to grieve over it. I got everyone on
deck, and when we got alongside the Empire City, the two vessels would
roll apart so far, at times, as to drop a long steamship gang-plank into

the water between them, and the whole of the Fashion port railing was
torn from her from stem to stern. All the women being safely trans-

ferred, I had the tug of war—the problem of getting the children aboard.

To do this we had to wait for the vessels to roll together, and while they

touched, and as long as they touched, to pass the youngsters aboard by

hand. I stood on the low rail, holding on to a stay, and Lieutenant

Arnold of the cavalry stood opposite, on the ship's hail, and as the oppor-

tunity occurred, I passed him a child. As each mother had about six, it

took some time.

The day's work at length was done, and every one worn out by it

and the excitement. We lay at anchor, rolling and pitching, a gunboat

half a mile off, which was to convoy us as far as Havana, where we were

to coal. But as a fierce " norther " sprang up the next morning, we did

not see her again until we had been nearly two days at Havana. I sup-

pose she had as much as she could do without bothering her head about us.

The ship was very much crowded, and as Sykes and I were the only

two of the infantry that could hold up our heads by this time, when every-

one else was sea-sick, we had our hands full. I shall only say that five

minutes at a time was all either of us could stand, before rushing up the

ladder for a mouthful of fresh air—and we had to go down at short in-

tervals all night to make sure there should be no chance of fire breaking

out with this mass of people aboard.

And now, while I think of it, as so much has been said of the deser-

tion of the flag by Southern officers at that time, let me say that there

was not one officer who left Fort Clark 2 who was not now aboard the

ship, and several, too, were Southern men.

While we lay at anchor, the Star of the West came in sight, with the

remaining companies of the Third aboard, and a council of the older

officers was called, to consider whether it was expedient, or even possible

2 Except Steen, as before mentioned.
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to disembark the cavalry, in order to take Sibley's command on board.

It was determined, and very properly, that it was not—and the captain

of the ship was so instructed. The Texas government had kept faith

with us, but violated it most grossly with Sibley and all who came after

him, and they were all made prisoners of war. Of this, however, we
knew nothing until long after.

In about two days, after an extremely rough passage, we arrived at

Havana, and hardly had the anchor reached the bottom before a crowd of

small boats put out to meet us. From the occupant of one we learned

that there was a report that Fort Sumter had been fired on by the Charles-

ton people—but that it was doubted. Nor surely did we believe it, as a

struggle between North and South we had not thought of—and the

matter passed without remark. At first we were not allowed to land; but

as soon as it was known who we were the Captain-General invited the

officers and their wives to visit him at the Palace, which we did in full

uniform, afterwards seeing the sights of the city. And, as we went off

in the boat to the steamer, we saw, for the first time, the Confederate

flag. It was flying at the mast head of a schooner; but as the flag was

not recognized by the authorities it was not allowed to be flown at the gaff,

nor had the vessel been allowed to pass Morro Castle with it displayed as

she entered—or, as far as I could learn, was any especial significance

attached to it.

Having remained two days and coaled, we weighed anchor and when
the sun sank in the Gulf, we were bound for the Atlantic. The rest of

the voyage was uneventful until we were boarded by the pilot, off Sandy
Hook, and then a shell of news was dropped among us, and the explosion

brought the utmost consternation and sorrow. Never can I forget the

effect the pilot's story had, fore and aft the steamer. Nor can I expect

to describe it so as to take you back with me to that time and place.

He told us Fort Sumter had fallen to the guns of rebellious South

Carolina, and that fighting was now going on all over the country. This
of course was exaggerated—but we did not know it and thought it the

truth.

Recollect that we had come home perfectly ignorant of the true

state of affairs, with no thought but that what was told us in Texas was
true; not brought to the crisis gradually, as had been the North, but

shoved against it in all its hideousness, without a moment's warning. The
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blow was stunning; and as we got closer to the city and vessel after vessel

passed us loaded with troops and munitions of war, colors flying, bands

filling the air with patriotic strains, soldiers cheering as vessels passed

or overtook each other, I saw men and officers clinging to each other and

crying like children, until old Captain Whiting of the Second Cavalry tore

himself away from his friend, jumped on the rail, and clinging to a back

stay, called the men to " attention," and sang out, " Now give the old flag

three times three with a will—and take the time from me." And with

a wave of his hand such a yell and such another and yet another, went up

from that deck as I have never heard before or since—full of tears, and

full of devotion to the Stars and Stripes.

And now the war had begun, and the time " before the war " had

ceased, and with it, my theme has come to an end.

Arvada, Ohio.

William H. Bell, U. S. A. (retired.)

[Read before Loyal Legion of Ohio.]



LESLIE'S RETREAT

[By the courtesy of the Essex Institute, Salem, Mass., we have the privilege of using the

plate of the picture of " Leslie's Retreat " for the frontispiece of this volume, together with the

following descriptive matter by permission of the Mass. S. A. ,R.

—

Ed.]

ON Sunday, February 26, 1775, the 64th British Regiment of the

Line, Lieutenant-Colonel the Honorable Alexander Leslie com-

manding, landed at Marblehead from Castle William in Boston

Harbor. The Marblehead people were at afternoon service. The regi-

ment, with loaded muskets and bayonets fixed, marched to Salem under

orders to seize military stores concealed there.*

As soon as its destination was known, Major John Pedrick of

Marblehead rode " across lots " to Salem, and gave the alarm. Arrived

at Salem, where the movement was delayed at New Mills by the tearing

up of the bridge over South River, the troops were guided by a Loyalist

towards " North Fields," a section reached by a drawbridge over North
River. Here they found the draw raised to arrest their progress.

Some flatboats lying in the stream were promptly scuttled by their owners

in the face of the troops. Across the river a large number of people

were gathering, armed as opportunity offered.

Colonel Timothy Pickering, then a young militia officer (afterwards

Secretary of War under Washington) was among them. Parson Thomas

* A month afterwards Colonel Leslie sailed to Marblehead, for the purpose of seizing

some artillery which the provincials had deposited at Salem as a place of comparative se-

curity. He landed his detachment successfully on a Sunday morning; but, when the alarm

reached the nearest meeting-house, the congregation turned out and took up a position upon
some water which barred his route. They refused to lower the drawbridge, on the plea that

there was no public right of way across it; and, when Leslie attempted to lay hands on a

couple of barges, the owners proceeded to scuttle them. The soldiers drew their bayonets,

and inflicted some wounds not so wide as the church-door from which the patriots had issued,

and only just deep enough to allow Salem to claim the honor of the first drops of blood which

were shed in the Revolution. A Loyalist clergyman intervened. The people agreed to

lower the bridge, and Leslie pledged his honor not to advance thirty rods beyond it. Brave

to imprudence when duty as well as danger lay clear before him, he was not prepared,

without specific orders from a high quarter, to light the match which would set the thirteen

colonies in a blaze. He recalled his men, and re-embarked them empty-handed, just as the

company of minute-men from the next township, with plenty more of their like to follow, came

marching in to the help of Salem.

—

The American Revolution, Trevelyan, Part I., pp. 302-303.
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Barnard, 1 hastening from his pulpit in the North Church close hy, had
reached the spot, and was trying to mediate. Captain John Felt was at

Colonel Leslie's side with purpose, afterward declared, of throwing him
into the river in case the regulars had fired. The Honorable Richard

Derby, whose ships' guns, loaned to the Province, were the objects of the

search, and Colonel David Mason, the Provincial agent for mounting

them for the field, were present, insisting, as did Captain James Barr,

Major Joseph Sprague, and others who had disabled the flatboats, that

Colonel Leslie was marching not on the King's highway, but in a private

lane, that the bridge was the property of individual proprietors, that the

draw would not be let down on his order, and that, as neither war nor

martial law had been declared, he would advance at his peril. " Find

the guns, if you can," said Derby. " Take them, if you can. They will

not be surrendered." Leslie said his orders were to cross the river, and

he would do so. Meanwhile the guns had been removed to a safer

place, and a mounted messenger, Benjamin Daland, had posted to Dan-
vers, spreading the alarm. The concourse of citizens was fast increas-

ing, and help was arriving from Beverly and Danvers. Night was
approaching, and at dusk Colonel Leslie agreed that, if the draw should

be lowered, he would march but a few rods beyond, abandon the search,

and withdraw his regiment. The terms were accepted and observed.

The regiment returned to Marblehead through streets lined with armed
men, and re-embarked for Boston. Their march had been arrested and

their purpose defeated.

Edmund Burke summed up the situation in these memorable words:
" Thus ended their first expedition, without effect, and happily without

mischief. Enough appeared to show on what a slender thread the peace

of the Empire hung, and that the least exertion of the military power
would certainly bring things to extremities."

Hon. Robert S. Rantoul, having made researches in the matter of

the history of Leslie's retreat, has expressed himself as surprised that

the historian Dr. Bentley, in his voluminous notes, had made no mention

of it; yet it was of sufficient importance for Burke to set it down in his

magazine published in England at that time as " the first military enter-

prise of the colonies."

It seems that Leslie was held and delayed at the bridge by a quibble

raised as to whether the bridge was a portion of the King's highway

1 See Magazine for June, 1905.
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or private property. During this delay the cannon in North Fields were

removed, and thus saved to the patriots.

He stated that this bridge was originally built by the town; but, as

it proved of slight advantage except to land-owners on the other side,

the town apportioned it off in small sections to the proprietors of the

land, for them to care for, reserving, however, some eighteen feet and
the draw as town property. This would indicate that most of the bridge

was private property at the time of Colonel Leslie's visit, but that the

draw was town property.

Edward C. Battis.
Salem, Mass.



A DIARY OF THE SIEGE OF FORT SCHUYLER

PREFACE

In " The Mohawk Valley, Its Legends and Its History/' considerable promi-

nence is given to the battle of Oriskany and the siege of Fort Schuyler, together

with the sortie of Colonel Willett, which resulted in the destruction of the camps

of the Indians and the dispersion of Sir John Johnson's body guard. Herewith

will be found a diary of William Colbraith, a soldier of the garrison, which sheds

additional light on the siege and gives interesting information not hitherto published.

At the beginning of the Revolution the western boundary of Montgomery
county (called Tryon county from 1772 to 1784) was without limit, reaching

westward through the wilderness as far as the territory of New York province

extended.

The Mohawk Valley, the home of the Agniers or Mohawks, early became the

route of Indian traders to Lake Ontario and the wilderness of the great west, as

the Mohawk River was navigable to the birch canoes of the Indians and the

bateaux of the white man. In 1758 a stockade fort was built at Utica and named

Fort Schuyler, for Col. Peter Schuyler. It is said to have stood between Mohawk
and Main streets, below Second street. There was no settlement at Utica at that

time, in fact it is said that there were but three log huts at this place in 1787. The
fort at Utica was allowed to decay after the French and Indian War, and was not

in existence in 1777.

The town of Rome at the head of boat navigation early became an important

point with the Indian traders or merchants, and was known as the carrying-place

from the Mohawk River to Wood Creek, a mile away. Goods were transferred

from the Mohawk River to Wood Creek, down which boats were poled or paddled

to Oneida Lake, through the lake to Oswego River and thence to Lake Ontario.

In 1725 a fort was built midway between the Mohawk and Wood Creek and

named Fort Bull, and on the Mohawk, east of the present site of Rome, Fort

Williams was erected. Fort Bull was destroyed March 27, 1756, by a party of

French and Indians under M. DeLery and the same year Fort Williams was de-

stroyed by General Webb, he deeming it untenable.

During the Revolution, a fortification called Fort Newport was erected on

Wood Creek near the carrying place.

Fort Stanwix at Rome received its name from Brigadier General John Stan-
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wix, who began its construction July 23, 1758. It was located on the south bank

and about thirty rods distant from the river. It is said to have been a square work

of earth and timber with bastions at each corner, surrounded by a ditch and mounted

with heavy cannon.

This fort was also allowed to decay, so that when Col. Dayton took possession

of it in 1776, it is said to have been untenable. Colonel Dayton was charged with

repairing Fort Stanwix, and renamed it Fort Schuyler for General Philip Schuyler.

He did not, however, make much headway in putting it in a defensible condition,

as we learn that Col. Gansevoort, when he took command of the fort in the spring

of 1 777> was obliged to make great efforts to strengthen its defenses. However,

it proved to be equal to the emergency of resisting the attack of St. Leger, as that

officer says, in his report of the subsequent siege: " It was found that our cannon

had not the least effect on the sodwork of the fort, and that our royals had only the

power of teasing, as a six-inch plank was a sufficient security for their powder maga-

zine, as we learned from the deserters."

The story of the siege of Fort Schuyler has been so often told that I will not,

at this time, do more than outline the situation of military affairs in this part of the

State in the early years of the Revolution. In 1777 " Burgoyne's plan " had been

inaugurated and the campaign was in full swing. This plan was arranged in

London, and comprised an advance of troops under General Howe up the Hudson,

Burgoyne's advance through the Champlain valley and down the upper Hudson,

while Colonel Barry St. Leger was to proceed from Three Rivers in Canada to

Oswego with a body of English and Canadian troops under Sir John Johnson and

Col. John Butler, and a horde of Canadian Indians under Joseph Brant, the whole

force being under command of St. Leger. It was planned that he should proceed

from Oswego to Rome, destroy or capture Fort Schuyler, and then march through

the Mohawk valley carrying death and destruction in his train, while Burcoyr.e and

Howe should clear the valleys of Champlain and Hudson, the rendezvous of all

three expeditions to be Albany, which they were all expected to reach simultaneously.

How General Howe failed to ascend the Hudson, how Burgoyne's advance was

checked at Bennington and his army captured at Saratoga, is familiar to history,

but early records of this campaign do not seem to recognize the importance of the

battle of Oriskany, in clearing Tryon county, and the rest of New York State west

of the Hudson river, from the British troops. Many of the old accounts of the

battle characterize it as an ignominious defeat, ending with a cowardly retreat of the

Americans, when it was, in fact, one of the most heroic, stubborn and decisive battles

of the Revolution. It is true that General Herkimer was defeated in his attempt

to reach Fort Schuyler and assist Colonel Gansevoort in the defense of the fort,

but he fought his troops coolly and courageously under the most disadvantageous

circumstances, and finally compelled the British and their hired allies, the Indians,

to retreat and leave the battlefield to the nearly exterminated band of patriots and

their fatally wounded general.
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It will be remembered that before General Herkimer advanced from Fort Day-

ton (now Herkimer), he sent Adam Helmer and two other trusty men through

the wilderness at the risk of their lives to inform Colonel Gansevoort of his advance

with eight hundred soldiers, and request the commandant to fire three cannon shots

when the three scouts should arrive at the fort, and also to make a sortie of troops

in order to divert the attention of the besiegers from the advance of General Herki-

mer and his eager and impetuous, but undisciplined soldiers.

I have thought best to write this summary of the situation of affairs in the

Mohawk valley during August, 1777, in order to place before you some new
material in regard to the siege of the fort.

On the north bank of the Mohawk, opposite the city of Schenectady, is the

little village of Scotia ; so named by one of the first settlers in the vicinity of

Schenectady, who was called, by his Dutch neighbors, Sanders Leendertse Glen,

but whose Scotch name was Alexander Lindsey Glen. He came to this country by

the way of Holland in 1633 and some years later (about 1658) settled on land at

Scotia.

A few rods west of the toll bridge that spans the Mohawk at Schenectady stands

the old Glen-Sanders house, so-called in later years, because of the intermarriage

of the two families. It is said that a sister of Alexander Glen married a man by

the name of Sanders, and that the present owners of the old house, husband and

wife, are both lineal descendants from the father of Alex. Leendertse Glen, the

families again being brought together after nearly three centuries. It is also said

that a house was erected on the north bank of the Mohawk near the site of the

present building, by Glen, the first settler, about 1660. A half century later, or to

be more exact, in 1 7 1 3, the river having encroached upon the old structure to such

an extent as to render it unsafe for occupancy, a new dwelling was erected on hieher

ground, much of the older building being used in its construction, which can be

seen at the present day, in many of the doors and casings. The family, proud of

their ancestors and the antiquity of their surroundings, have preserved their home

and its antique furniture, together with old letters and legal documents, so that

to-day it is a storehouse of treasures of historic value ; its large collection of old

china and quaint furniture making it a most interesting museum to antiquaries of

the historic Mohawk valley. The writer, on a recent visit, was shown no less than

five parchment commissions to members of the Glen family, successively bearing the

signatures of the colonial governors, Bellamont, Sloughter, Fletcher, Dongan and

Hunter, and one signed by Morris. Many of the documents which have been

preserved have lain perdu in old chests without examination for many years.

One of these chests has recently undergone inspection, which has brought to

light the commissions spoken of above, together with a very interesting paper which

proves to be a diary of a soldier of Colonel Gansevoort's regiment, having been
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kept by a member of the detachment of Major Cochran, sent to reinforce Colonel

Elmore at Fort Schuyler, April 17, 1777, and bears a striking resemblance to

Colonel Willett's report to Governor Trumbull after the termination of the siege,

with many interesting particulars of life within the fort not mentioned in that

report. It covers the period between April 17, 1777, when Colonel Gansevoort's

troops relieved Colonel Elmore, and August 23 of the same year, the day Benedict

Arnold entered the fort after the hurried retreat of St. Leger's force.

It also gives the date (August 3, 1777) when the first American flag, of the

regulation Stars and Stripes, was raised above an American fort, having been made

by the inhabitants of the fort from a blue cloak, a red flannel skirt, and strips of

white cotton.

W. Max Reid.

Amsterdam, N. Y.

The manuscript begins thus:

Journal of the most material occurrences preceding the Siege of

Fort Schuyler (formerly Fort Stanwix) with an account of that siege, etc.

1777

Ap' 1

17
th

. A Detachment of Col. Gansevoorts Regiment under the

Command of Major Cochran arrived to Reinforce Colonel Elmore who
was Stationed there

May 3
d

. Colonel Gansevort arrived and took Command of the

Garrison agreeable to Instructions

May 10th
. Colonel Elmore's Reg 1 marched for Albany

May 28 th
. The Remainder of the Regiment under the Command

of Col Willet arrived here from Fort Constitution who Informed

Col Gansevort that by Order of Major Gen 1 Gates he had relieved Fort

Dayton (then in charge of Lieut -Col Livingston) with one Captain

two Subalterns two Sorjants one Drum and Fife and Forty Rank and

File of his Detatchment Some Onida Indians Arrived here with a

Flagg from Cannada who Informd the Colonel that they had been to

Caugnawaga to Request them not to take up the Hatchet in favor of

Great Brittain and gave him Assurance of that Tribes being much In-
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clined to keep the Peace that had for so long a time Subsisted between

them and their American Brethren and that some of the Sachems woud
be here in Eight Days on their way for Albany to treat on this Subject

And also as they wore going to Cannada they met the Enemy on their

March from thence to Osswego, being Destined for this Place and after

the Treaty was over which Sir John Johnston was to hold with the

Indians in that county at Osswego we might hourly Expect them

June 25
th

. Capt Grigg with Corporal Maddison, of his Company,
being beetween the Fort New Port & Bull about \ from Fort Schuyler,

were Attacked by a party of Indians who wounded and Tomahawk'd
them and Scalped them, they Captain was alive when found but the Cor-

poral Dead

July 3
d

. Ensign Spoor being Command with 7 Men cutting sods

for the Fort at Fort Newport, were Attacked by a Party of Indians

who killed and Scalped one, Wounded and Scalped another and took

the Ensign and 4 men Prisoners

July 19
th

. Capt. Gregg being much Recovered of his Wounds set

off for Albany, Same Day Arrived Capt Swartout Lieut Diefendorf

Ball, Welch, M Clellan, Bowen, Ostrander and Colbreath & Ensign

'Denniston, with a Number of Recruits for the Regiment

July 26th
. The Sachems of Caughnawaga arrived here with a

Flagg agreable to the Intelligence received from the Onida Indian

A Party of one Hundred of the Garrison went to Guard a Number of

the Millita sent to Obstruct Wood Creek by falling Trees from either

Side into the Creek

July 27 th
. Three Girls belonging to the Inhabitants being about

two Hundred yards from Our Out Centinels were fired on by a party of

Indians, two of whom were killed and Scalped the other wounded in two
places neither of them Dangerously—The party Returned who had been

to stop the Creek

July 28 th
. The Colonel sent of those women which belonged to

the Garrison which have children with whom went the Man that was

Scalped the Girl that was Wounded Yesterday & Sick in the Hospital

July 30. An Indian arrived Express from the Onida Castle with

a Belt of Wampum and a Letter from the Sachems of Caughnawago and

the Six Nations In which Letter they Assured us they were Determined
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to be at peace with the American Brethern that the Enemy were at the

Three Rivers and two Detachments were to set of before the Main
Body one party of Eight woud be sent to take prisoners and another of

130 to cut of the Communication on the Mohawk River. Major Bad-

lam Arrived with 150 Men of Colonel Westons Regiment from Fort

Dayton with him Came Captain DeWitt and his party who had been left

at Fort Dayton by Colonel Willet the whole making to the Garrison a

Reinforcement of about 200 Men Mr. Hanson Commissary of this

Garrison Arrived and Acquainted us that Seven Tunn Batteas Loaded
with Ammunition and Provisions were on their way for this place The
Letter & Belt was agreeable to the Request of the Indians sent down by

an Express to the Several Committees on the Mohawk River.

Aug. I
st

. Three Onida Indians came Express from their Castle

informing us that they had seen three Strange Indians who told them that

there were 100 more at the Royal Block House and that they were

to March for this place. Supposing them to be a party sent to cut

off the Communication The Colonel Detached 100 Men under the

Command to Capt Benschoten and three Subalterns to meet the Batteaus

that were Hourly Expected in Order to Reinforce the Guard sent with

them from F Dayton

Aug. 2 d . Four Batteaus arrived being those the Party went to

meet having a Guard of 100 Men of Colonel Westons Regiment from

Fort Dayton under the Command of Lieut-Col Millen of that Regiment

The Lading being brought safe into the Fort the Guard marched in

when our Centinels on the S W Bastion discovered the Enemys Fires

in the woods near Fort Newport, upon which the Troops ran to their

Respective Alarm posts in this Time we Discovered some Men Running

from the Landing towards the Garrison On their coming they In-

formed us, that the Batteau Men who had staid behind when the Guard
marched into the Fort had been Fired on by the Enemy at the Landing
that two of them were Wounded, the Master of the Batteaus taken

prisoner and one Man Missing A Party of 30 Men with a field piece

was sent out in the Evening to set Fire to two Barns standing a Little

distance from the Fort, Two Cannon from the S W Bastian loaded

with Grape Shott, were first Fired at the Barnes to drive of the Enemys
Indians that might have been Sculking about them the party having

Effected their Design Return'd

Aug. 3
d

. Early this Morning a Continental Flagg made by the
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Officers of Col Gansevoorts Regiment was hoisted and a Cannon
Levelled at the Enemies Camp was fired on the Occasion A Small

Party was sent out to the Landing to see if the Enemy had Destroy'd

any of our Batteaus last Night, This party found the Batteau Man that

was missing wounded thro the Brain Stabb'd in the Right Breast and

Scalped he was alive when found and brought to the Garrison But Died
Shortly after, the Beautteax Lay at the Landing no ways Damaged about

three o'clock this Afternoon the Enemy Shewed themselves to the Gar-

rison on all Sides Carry'd off some Hay from a Field near the Garrison

at which a Flag brought up Capt Tice, came into the Fort with a

Proffer of Protection if the Garrison wou'd Surrender which was Re-

jected with disdain.

Aug 1 4th
. A Continual Firing of small Arms was this Day kept

up by the Enemys Indians who advanced within Gun Shott of the Fort,

in small Parties under Cover of Bushes, Weeds and Potatoes in the

Garden Colenel Millen and his party of 100 men who came from Fort

Dayton as a Guard to the Batteaus was to have Returned this Day but

we were now besieged and all Communication cut of for the Present

The Firing Ended with the Close of the Day we having one Man Killed

and Six Wounded This Night we sent out a party and brought 27
Stack of Hay into the Trench and set a House and Barn on Fire belong-

ing to Mr. Boof

Aug. 5
th

. A Continual Firing was kept up by the Savages One
of our Men was Shot dead on the N E Bastion The Enemys set Fire to

the New Barracks standing about 100 Yards from this Fort between 4
& 5 oClock this Afternoon

Aug. 6 th
. This Morning the Indians were seen going off from

around the Garrison towards the Landing as they withdrew we had not

much Firing Being uneasy least the Tories should Report that the

Enemy had taken the Fort Lieut Diefendorf was Ordered to get Ready
to set of for Albany this Evening to Inform Gen 1 Schuyler of our Situ-

ation but between 9 & 10 this morning three Millita Men Arrived here

with a Letter from Gen 1 Harkeman wherein he writes that he had Ar-

rived at Orisco with 1000 Millita in Order to Relieve the Garrison and

open the Communication which was then Entirely Blocked up and that

if Colonel Should hear a Firing of small Arms desired he wou'd send a

party from the Garrison to Reinforce Him General Harkeman desired

that the Colonel woud fire three Cannon if the Three Men got safe into
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the Fort with his Letter which was done and followed by three cheers

by the whole Garrison According to Gen 1 Harkemans Request the

Colonel Dtatched two Hundred Men and one Field piece under command
of Lieut Colonel Willet with Orders to proceed down the Road to meet

the Generals party—having marched half a Mile they come upon an

Encampment of the Enemy which they totally Fouled & Plundered them

of as much Baggage as the Soldiers cou'd Carry their Loss is supposed

to be between 15 and 20 Killed the number of their Wounded who got

off is unknown they took 4 prisoners three of whom were Wounded a

Mr. Singleton of Montreal who says he is a Lieutenant, without the

Loss of one Man kill
d or wounded Our party returned Immediately

and brought in a Number off Blanketts, Brass Kettles, Powder And Ball

a Variety of Clothes, and Indian Trinketts and hard Cash togather with

4 Scalps the Indians had lately taken being entirely fresh and left in their

Camp. Two of the Scalps taken are Supposed to be those of the Girls

being neatly Dressed and the Hair platted, a Bundle of Letters was
found in the Enemy's Camp which had been sent by one Luke Casady
for this Garrison who tis supposed is either killed or taken the Letters

were not broke open Four Colours were also taken & Immediately

hoisted on our Flag Staff under the Continental Flagg as Trophies of

Victory, by the prisoners we Learn that the Enemy are 12 10 strong 250
Brittish Regulars, that they are all Arrived and have with them 2 Six

pounders 2 three pounders, and 4 Royals, We also learn that they were
Attacked by our Millita on this side of Orisko, that they drove the

Millita back killed some and took Several prisoners, but that the Enemy
had many killed And among them one Stephen Watts of New York,

our party found among the Enemy a Tory named Harkeman, brother

to the General, he belonged to the German Flatts. One of General Harke-
mans Millita came in here this Evening and gave us an Account of the

Millita's being drove back by the Enemy, that in the Battle he hid him-

self in the Mud and Grass, and that General Harkeman and a Number
of Regular Officers and Indians passed him in Conversation This was
a Lye One of the prisoners we took to Day died of his wounds this

Evening

Aug* 7
th

. Very little firing to day at 1 1 oClock this Evening

the Enemy came near the Fort called to our Centinels, telling them to

come out again with Fixed Bayonets and they woud give us Satisfaction

for Yesterdays work, after which they Fired 4 small Cannon at the Fort

we laughed at them heartily and they returned to Rest The 4 Millita
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Men who came in Yesterday went of about 12 oClock this Night Two
Men Deserted from us to the Enemy this Nigth

Aug1
8
th

. The Enemy threw some Shells at us to Day but did no

damage and in order to Return the compliment, they were Salluted with

a few Balls from our Cannon About 5 oClock this Evening Colonel

Butler with a British Captain & a Doctor from the Enemy came to the

Garrison with a Flagg whose Message from Gen 1 St Leger was that the

Indians having lost some of their Chiefs in a Skermish with our party

that sally'd out on the 6 th Ins* were Determined to go down the Mohawk
River and Destroy the Women & Children, also that they wou'd kill

every man in the Garrison when they got in That Gen 1 St Leger had

held a Consel with them for two Days in Order to prevent them but all

to no purpose unless we wou'd Surrender. The General therefore As
an Act of Humanity, and to Prevent the Effusion of Blood beg'd we
wou'd deliver up the Fort and promised if we did not a Hair of our

heads shou'd be Hurt A Letter also came by them (as they say)

from Mr Fry & Colonel Billinger whom they took in the Fray with the

Millita begging us to Surrender telling us our Communication was cut

off, that the Enemy had a large parcell of Fine Troops and an Excellent

park of Artillery and farther that they expected General Burgoyne was
in Albany and cou'd see no hopes of our having any Succour, as the Millita

had many killed & taken The Answer to the Generals tender and

Compassion'd Letter was Deferred untill tomorrow morning at 9 oClock

And a Cessation of Arms agreed to by both parties till then Late this

Evening a party was sent to get water for the Garrison with a Guard,

one of the Guard Deserted from us but left his Firelock behind One of

our Centinels Fired at him but missed him Our Gard heard the

Enemys Centinels challenge him twice and Fire on him Col Willet

& Lieut Stockwell went out of the Garrison at one oClock in the Morn-
ing on a Secret Expedition

Aug 4

9
th

. Agreeable to the proposals of Yesterday between Col

Gansevoort and Brigadier Gen 1 S l Leger a Flag was sent out to him

Requesting him to sent his Demands in writing and the Colonel wou'd

send him An Answer which Request he Agreed to

The Demands in Writing was the same in Substance with that

Verbally delivered Yesterday by Col Butler to which the Colonel Re-

turned for Answer
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That he was Determined to defend in favour of the United States to

the Last Extremity Upon his Receveing the Answer Hostalities again

commenced by a Number of Shott and small Arms on their Side which

were not Suffered with Impunity on Ours This Day the Col. Ordered all

the Provisions to be brought upon the Parade for fear of the Shells Set-

ting Fire to the Barracks and thereby destroying it as also all the public

pape'rs and money in the Hands of Mr Hanson & the papers in the

Hands of Mr Van Veghten belonging to the Paymaster to be lodged

in the Bomb-proof in the S W Bastion The Enemy began to Bonbard

us at half-past 10 this Evening and continued 'till daylight their Shells

were very well Directed they killed one Man and Wounded another both

of our Regiment None killed or Wounded thro the Day This Day
the Enemy kept out of sight except one or two who Appeared about

their Battery doing nothing About 3 o'clock this Afternoon three or

four of them were seen Running across a Field near the Garrison and

setting Fire to some Cocks of Hay standing there which soon Consumed
them

This Maneuvre of the Enemy led to believe that the Enemy's
Intention was to deceive us to immagine thereby that they were going off

and put us off our Guard to send out parties which they might fall on,

and thereby Diminish our Strength knowing us to be too many for them.

Was this their Scheme they fell Short of their Conjecture Some of our

Officers immagined they were going off or they wou'd not Destroy the

Hay It being out of our Reach and much wanted by them for their

Troops to lay on as its certain they have Nothing to Shelter themselves

from the Weather except their Blanketts which they make Tents off

Fearing they meant to lull us to Sleep and Storm us in the Night the

Colonel Ordered the Guard & Piquet doubled and the Troops to lay on

their Arms Between 12 & 1 oClock to Night they began to Bombard
us and continued till Day light This Nights work did us no other

Damage than breaking the Thigh of a Young Man an Inhabitant

This Unfortunate Young Man was brought up in the same Family with

one of the Girls that was kill'd and Scalp'd on the 27
th

ult and whose
Scalp we have now in the Fort They were Remarkable Industrious

and faithful, both Orphans and were by Consent of their Former Mas-
ter to have been Married verry soon The Young Man Died of his

Wounds

Aug* 11 th
. This Day the Enemy having Observed that we brought
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water from the Creek altered its Course so that it became dry This

wou'd have done us much Damage had we not been able to open two
wells in the Garrison which with one We had already proved a Sufficient

Supply The Enemy kept out of sight and no firing from them of any

kind they were seen by our Centinels drawing near the Landing by

which we Immagin a Reinforcement is coming to our Releef

At 12 oClock a Shower of Rain coming up the Colonel Ordered a

fatigue party to turn out with a Subalterns Guard to bring in some Barrels

of Lime a Number of Boards and some Timber lying at the foot of the

Glaces which they effected without having a Shot fired at them the

enemy were seen to Muster in the Road below the Landing, while our

Men were out. At Sun Down they gave us some Shot and Shells from
their Battery

At Midnight they sent four Shells but a Thunder Shower
coming up at that Ins 1 they left off The Night being very dark and

excessive Rainy till day the Colonel Ordered the Troops to their Alarm
posts least the Enemy should attempt a Surprise

Aug1 12 th
. The Enemy kept out of sight all day and no firing from

them till Noon when they gave us some Shott and Shells, without doing any

damage We Immagined the Enemy drew their Forces in the Day Time
between us and Orisko as we have not seen them so plenty these two or

three Days, as we are used to do neither do they trouble us all night

which gave our Troops an Opportunity of Resting

Aug1
13

th
. The Enemy were verry peaceable all day till towards

Night when they Cannonaded and Bombarded for two Hours during

which Time a Shell broke a Soldier's Leg belonging to Colonel Millen's

Detachment

Aug1 14th
. Towards Evening they were again at their old play

Cannonading & Bombarding us A Shell bursting slightly wounded one

off Colonel Millens men in the Head No other Damage was done

One of Capt Gregg's Company, Col Gansvoorts Regiment desertd

his post to the Enemy he was placed at the outside picket and Deserted

between 10 and 12 oClock at Night

Aug1
15

th
. At 5 oClock this morning the Enemy threw two Shells

at us did no damage The Number of Shells they have thrown at us

is 137, the Enemy were very troublsome, with their Small Arms this
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Afternoon by which we had one Man of our Regiment and one of

Colonel Melons Detatchment slightly wounded in the Evening the

threw their Shells at us as usual and Slightly wounded a woman and one of

Capt. Savages Artillery Men

Aug* 1

6

th
. This Morning the Enemy threw some Shells Horri-

sontally at our Works but fell Short One of those Shells falling on the

parade killed a Man of Colonel Melons Detatchment they continued to

throw them all Day and some part of the Night But did no farther dam-

age A party of our Men was Ordered out this Evening to bring in

wood for the Garrison and being discovered by some sculking Indians

near the Garrison gave the Alarm to the rest they Advanced near where

our Men were at work but luckily our Men had been called in before

they came nigh Enough to do any Mischief They finding our Men
had got in began a most Hidious Shout A Cannon being fired at them
they departed The Regulars Drums were heard beating to Arms after

the Cannon was fired We supposed they Expectd us to Sally out again

upon them with a Field piece, at Midnight they threw four Shells at us

but did no damage

Aug1
17

th
. The Enemy were Quiet all Day and Night neither a

Shot or Shell was Fired at us during the 24 Hours altho we fired Several

Cannon at them

Aug 1 18 th
. This Morning one of our Regiment was Slightly

Wounded in the Cheek by a Musquet Ball A Black Flag or Coat was
seen in the Enemy Bomb Bombatter

Aug1 19th
. The Enemy thru some Shells at us, near Noon, they

were Busy in their Trench all day at Night they struck their Trench
towards the point of our N. W. Bastion, and by Day Light had got

within 150 Yards of the Ditch We fired some Grape Shot at them now
and then all night At every Shott they Fired the threw Shells at us but

did no Damage At Midnight the Colonel sent one of his Regiment
and one of Colonel Melons Detatchment to meet Colonel Willet if pos-

sible whom we Expected was on his way to this place with a Reinforce-

ment to make him Acquainted with the Enemys Maneuvers on the N
W Side of the Fort, that he might Govern the Attack accordingly

Aug* 20th
. This morning one of Col Millens Men was wounded

by a Musquet Ball The Enemy cou'd work but Little this Day at their

trench it being so nigh that our small Arms as well as Cannon Shott was
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to hott for them In the Evening they began their trench again, and
worked all Night at it under fire of our Cannon and small Arms but did

not approach any nearer

Aug1 21 st
. At two o'clock this Morning a party was sent out to

bring in Firewood who brought in a great Quantity undiscovered They
Cannonaded and bombarded by turns all Night A Man of our Regi-

ment deserted this Evening This Morning we discovered that the

Enemy approach nearer to us and had begun a Bomb Battory where they

left off Yesterday morning The Artilleryman who was woundd in the

Knee with a Musquet Ball died on the fourth Ins1 of his wounds one of

Col Mellons Men and the Lad belonging to the Inhabitants died Like-

wise of theire Wounds The Enemy kept working all Day in their trench

tho' not so close as last Night No firing from their Battery This

Day our Guard kept a Constant fire at those at work in the Trench And
in the Evening 12 of the best Marksmen were pick't out to harrass them
when at work in the Night which galled them so much that their Indians

were sent for to draw of our Attention who Advanced near the Fort,

which caused a General Alarm by which a heavy and Continual firing

was kept up for near two Hours during which their Cannon & Mortars
were playing on us very briskly in which Intrem (interim) we had a man of

the Artillery wounded. & a Woman big with Child wounded in the Thigh
A Corporal and 3 privates deserted this Evening of our Reg*.

Aug1 2 2 d
. This Morning the Enemy bombarded very smartly

The Serjeant Major and two privates were wounded At Noon a

Deserter came to us whose Examination was that the Enemy had news

in the Camp that Burgoynes Army was Entirely Routed and that three

Thousand men was Coming up to reinforce us and further that the

Enemy was retreating with great precipitation and that he with another

was conveying off one Lieut Anderson's chest when he had made his

Escape and that most of their Baggage was gone—upon which the Com-
manding Officer Ordered all the Cannon bearing on their Works to Fire

severall rounds each to see whether they wou'd return it which partly

confirmed the Report of the Deserter Some time after 4 Men came in

and reported the same and that they had left part of their Baggage upon

which the Col ordered 50 Men & two waggons under Command of

Capt Jansen to go to their Camps where they killed 2 Indians and took

4 Prisoners one of them was an Indian After they had Loaded the

wagons with what Baggage they cou'd carry they returned but Night
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Coming on they cou'd not return to fetch what Baggage was still Left in

their Camp. At Night two Men came in one of them was assisting the

first Deserter in carrying off Lieut Anderson's chest the other John

Yost Schuyler, who informed the Commanding Officer that he was taken

prisoner at the German Flatts and confined at Fort Dayton 5 Days
That Gener'l Arnold had sent him to General St Leger commander of

the Kings Troops to inform him that 2000 Continental with 2 Fields

Pieces and a great Number of Millita were on their march for this place

to Reinforce the Garrison that he Informed General St Leger of it and

in Consequence of which he Ordered his Troops to strike their Tents

and pack up, and further after he had done his Errand he hid himself

in the woods till Night and coming across the above Men they came in

together, he likewise informed us that near 17 Indians were at Fort

Newport quite drunk upon which the Col ordered a party of men under

the command of Major Cochran to go and take them who in about an

Hour Returned and informed the Colonel he had been there but did not

find any and that he went to Wood Creek and found 8 New Batteaus

which the Enemy had left behind While they were out the woman that

was wounded with a Shell last Night was brought to Bed in our S W
Bomb proof of a Daughter She and the child are like to do well with

the Blessing of God Our Blockade Ended and the Garrison once more
at Liberty to walk about and take the free Air we had for 21 Days been

Deprived of At 12 o'clock this Night the Commanding Officer sent

off 3 of his Regiment to inform General Arnold of the Precipitate re-

treat of the Enemy A deserter came in who said he just left the

Enemy's Cohorns below Wood Creek Bridge

Aug4
23 d

. This Morning the Col sent out a party under the

command of Major Cochran to take them, who returned with three

prisoners 4 Cohorns and some Baggage and reported there was 17

Batteaus lying there; another party was sent to the Enemy's N. Camp
to bring in the rest of the Baggage left by us last Night containing of

Ammunition camp equapage and entrenching Tools another party was
sent to the Enemys S E Camp who brought in 15 Waggons a 3-pound

field piece Carriage with all its Apparities most of the Waggon Wheels
was cut to pieces as were the Wheels of the Carriage Several Scouts

were sent out to Day one of whom took a German prisoner who Re-

ported that the Enemys Indians had when they got about 10 Miles

from this Fort fallen on the Scattering Tories, took their Arms from &
Stabb'd them with their own Bayonets And that for fear of said Indians
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he and 9 more German Soldiers had took to the woods they rest are not

yet found their Design was not to come to the Fort as Butler and John-

ston told them when Orders were given to Retreat, that those who fell

into our hands would be Hanged immediately Another Scout pro-

ceeded to Cannada Creek found a Carriage for a Six pounder & 3 Boxes

of Cannon Shott which they brought in This afternoon the Honble
Major General Arnold Arrived here with near a 1000 Men They were

Saluted with a Discharge of powder from our Mortars formerly the

Enemys, and all the Cannon from the Bastions amounting in the whole

to 13 Attended with three cheers from the Troops on the Bastions



THE SCALP TROPHY

{Conclusion.)

IT has now been satisfactorily demonstrated, it is hoped, that the prac-

tice of scalping was known as a trophy of war among the aborigines of

North America prior to the invasion of Europeans. English, French

and Spanish authorities are all agreed on this point. The only excuse the

Rev. Samuel Niles could have had for making his mistake here was,

undoubtedly, his dearth of authorities. He never looked beyond the

bounds of New England for his materials, but took it for granted that

scalping, to which the New England savages were not addicted (to him
the typical Indian), was equally unknown among the rest of the Indians

on the continent. And as the French Canadians were as expert as the

savages in their methods of warfare, were the leaders in all the sanguinary

raids on the English border settlements, and wielded the tomahawk with

equal effect, excelling the Indians in ferocity, the inference was naturally

drawn by Niles that the French were the teachers of the savages in the

use of the scalping knife. The French were, in addition, ever active in

making up these war-parties to raid the English settlements and in trying

to seduce the friendly Indians from their allegiance to the English,

actuated as much by religious bigotry as by their desire of conquest. Add
to this their adoption of Indian habits and tactics, dress, etc., and nothing

was too horrible to attribute to these French Canadians. Moreover, the

French were said to scalp both their English and Indian enemies. These
considerations indubitably gave currency to the belief that the practice of

scalping was introduced among the Indians by the French. This notion

was the more remarkable from the fact that scalping had not been known
to be practiced in the world for remote ages; and certainly never in

France. Arnold should have escaped this error, not fallen into it as

he did. Not only this, but he carries back the origin of the practice to

the Huns, whom he would make out to be the teachers here of the French.

The practice of scalping being confined to the New World, it now
remains to consider its geographical limitations. It was found to be

common upon both sides of North America, to which continent it was
from the first confined, and was never noticed above the 55th, nor below

105
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the 20th parallel of north latitude. Beyond this extreme northern point,

have dwelt for an indefinite period, the Hyperborean peoples under the

names of Eskimos and Aleuts, which neither beheaded nor scalped their

enemies. To this day these peoples continue to be of a peaceable disposi-

tion as explorers of those latitudes have ever proved. They were in

all probability forced northward in the distant past by some strong

pressure from below.23

As we descend the continent we come to the Columbian Indians who
both decapitated and scalped. The inland tribes, such as the Blackfeet

and Flatheads, scalped; others, like the Californian Indians, both scalped

and beheaded. The Snakes scalped; while other tribes in their neighbor-

hood, besides beheading, cut off the hands and feet of their foes, as did

some of the tribes on the eastern slope. The Comanches and Apaches
(as the latter do to this day), all the New Mexican tribes and the wild

tribes of Mexico, scalped. 24

Now re-crossing the continent to the Atlantic seaboard, a similar fact

one may note. It is the more northerly tribes that are the fiercer and

more bloodthirsty. The Indians in the farthest north belonged to the

Iroquois nation which had carried its conquests as far south as Cape
Fear. They occupied portions of the present Canada, the northern part

of New York and parts of Virginia. They are familiar to us under the

names of Mohawks, Hurons, Iroquois, etc. Below these latitudes, scalp-

ing disappears and decapitation takes its place. 25

The Indians who inhabited what now constitutes New England,

never scalped, so far as can be ascertained, but decapitated their foe.

But singularly enough, all these non-scalping tribes wore scalp-locks like

those Indians who scalped. The Narragansetts, Mohegans, Pequots,

beheaded; the Mohawks beheaded and scalped. 26 The Massachusetts

Indians, according to Schoolcraft, had a word for scalp; but he does not

state whether these tribes ever practiced scalping in the remote past.

Nor do we find among the remains of any of these Indians any indication

of the practice: not a reed or shell scalping-knife has ever been found

—

at least none is figured in Schoolcraft, a most careful compiler.

From these considerations it may be deduced that scalping was the

ancient, decapitation the more modern practice; in fact an evolution so

23 Bancroft, Nat. Races, Vol. i, Art. Hyperbor. 24 Loc. cit., pp. 164, 581, 629.

25 The Floridan Indians belonged to another family.

26 Trumbull's Discv. of America, pp. 34 fol.
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to speak. The latter was a refinement in war, only to be noticed among
the more peaceable and less savage tribes. The scalp-lock was a survival

of the old obsolete practice which had long passed out of even tradition.

The Indians dwelling outside of New England belonged to one of

the several tribes composing the great Indian confederacy above adverted

to. Their territories extended from the Connecticut River to Canada.

To this number were to be added the Indians of the New Netherlands,

subsequently the Province of New York. The fiercest and crudest of

them all were the Maquas, or Mohawks, whose very name inspired the

utmost terror among the more pacific tribes of New England. The
Pequots and Wampanoags of Connecticut, and the various tribes of the

Colony of Massachusetts belonged to the Algonkin family. The
Mohawks were the implacable foes of the French Canadians and always

sided with the English.

As early as the year 1609, there are accounts concerning the practice

of scalping among the Indians of the New Netherlands. For this pur-

pose they made use of a rude instrument constructed of a sharpened shell,

like that employed by the Virginian Indians. " The victor placed his

foot on the neck of his fallen enemy, and twisting a hand in his hair,

drew forth his rude fashioned knife and with one sweep detached the scalp

from the skull and lodged it in a bag." 27 In their wars with the Dutch
settlers, in 1643, tne Long Island Indians scalped the dead.

But scalping was more generally practiced among the Canadian
Indians. Failing to convert the members of the great Indian Confed-

eracy, the French set about the task of conquering the several tribes com-
posing it. In 1666 the French made a descent upon English territory,

and in a great battle with the Mohawks lost many lives; all who were not

taken prisoners were scalped. But it was not till 1689 that the English

in the border settlements began to suffer from the combined attacks of the

French and Canadian Indians, preceded by the horrible massacre at

Schenectady, N. Y. From that time on these attacking parties were
made up wholly of French Canadians and savages in their interests, led

usually by Frenchmen or half-breeds, and thus down to the conquest of

Canada by the English, which Niles regarded as one of the " providences

of God."

The colonies of Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay suffered perhaps

more severely than the other English settlements, both from the depre-

27 O'Callaghan's New Neth., p. 58.
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dations of the Indians dwelling within their borders, and later, from the

French and their Indian confederates who extended their ravages as far

down as Plymouth Colony. The Colony of Massachusetts Bay was pretty

generally exempt from Indian troubles till the outbreak of hostilities

known as King William and Mary's War, when the French began to

make their descent upon the border settlements. At this time, and partic-

ularly after the year 1702, the pages of Niles' account are filled with

sickening details of scalping, which shows a gradual substitution of that

practice for decapitation among the Indians of New England. Five

years afterwards the Province of Massachusetts issued a rather sweeping

decree relative to the suppression of Indian hostilities, the fifth section

of which may be cited here, viz. :
" That all soldiers detached or im-

pressed and listed in their majesties' service shall have and receive, over

and above their stated pay, the sum of ten pounds per head for every

Indian, as aforesaid, which they or any of them shall kill or take prisoner

whilst they are abroad upon service and bring in; and the commissioners

for the war are hereby empowered and ordered, upon the producing and

delivering unto them the scalp of any Indian killed as aforesaid, or any

Indian taken and brought prisoner, to grant a debenture upon the

treasurer for the payment of the same hereinbefore mentioned, as a re-

ward for such service respectively." 28

The subject of bounties on Indian scalps may be interesting to take

up at this point. In their conflicts with the savages, both English and

French were compelled to adopt measures somewhat at variance with

civilized warfare. Each of these rival nations in the New World had

gained over to their interests certain of the more powerful Indian tribes.

On the part of the French, their Indians were employed to carry on a

somewhat desultory warfare and make spasmodic raids on the English

border settlements. Both nations were struggling for the supremacy of

North America ; though the French of Canada always took the initiative.

But the use of Indians by the English was rather as a retaliatory measure

to check the depredations of the French Indians. In the course of the

struggle, both the French and English colonial governments offered

bounties on Indian scalps. Rev. Samuel Niles would have it, that the

French Jesuits encouraged their savage confederates to take the scalp of

the English also, for which similar bounties were paid. None, however,

among all the orders passed by the several English colonial governments,

has a word to say concerning the taking the scalps of any whites. In

28 Mass. Province Laivs.
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fine, the English never employed Indians for contending with the French

as did the French when making raids on the English settlements. The
only exception to this fact was at the outbreak of the Revolution, when
the English home-government proposed the " association to their arms of

the tomahawk and scalping-knife of the savage," to put down the revolt

of her American colonies; though not without a vigorous protest on the

part of the elder Pitt.

Soon after the close of King Philip's War (1676), the Colony of

Massachusetts Bay offered a bounty of three pounds to any person who
should kill or capture a hostile Indian.29 And according to Governor
Hinckley (the last governor of Plymouth Colony before its union with

Massachusetts Bay), the General Court (1683), at the instance of

Captain Church, the famous Indian fighter, passed an ordinance at the

time of a threatened Indian outbreak, with regard to levying troops,

supplying ammunition, etc., which allowed ten pence for every " scalp or

head of the fighting men of the enemy killed, brought in to and accepted

of such English officers as may be intrusted to inspect the matter."

The above ordinance was passed in August of that year, and is taken

on the authority of Governor Hinckley's letter to Bradstreet.30 In 1689,

however, the General Court passed a similar order which increased the

amount of bounty to ten pounds. In both instances Governor Hinckley

and Major Walley were intrusted with the duty of receiving the Indian

scalps or heads and paying the bounties. These are the first ordinances

passed in this connection, of which there is any knowledge.

The bounties were raised or lowered from time to time as occasion

required. In 1697, when Mrs. Duston was captured by the Indians, the

premium on Indian scalps was as high as fifty pounds each. 31 And the

story of the sufferings of Mrs. Duston in this connection has so much
dramatic interest that its repetition will be pardoned. In brief, it is as

follows: On the Indian raid on Haverhill, in 1697, by a war party com-

posed of French Canadians and savages, Hannah Duston, with her nurse

and new-born infant, were taken prisoners among thirty others and
marched toward Canada. After experiencing untold privations and bar-

barities from the Indians of the party, and seeing her babe killed before

her eyes, Mrs. Duston conceived the plan of gaining her liberty " by act-

ing," says Niles, " the part of Jael toward Sisera."

29 Mass. Col. Rec, Vol. V, p. 73.

30 Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll., Ser. 4, Vol. V, p. 89; Hinc. Papers.
31 Province Laivs.
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At the time she thought of putting her plan into execution, only

twelve were on guard, two men and the rest women and children. She
confided her plot to her nurse and a lad who was among the prisoners.

At night, when the Indians were asleep, these three rose silently and
killed and scalped the whole party except a woman and boy who were
allowed to escape. Mrs. Duston and her companions succeeded in re-

turning home, and claimed the bounty on the ten scalps that the three

brought with them. Hearing of her exploits, Colonel Nicholson, the

governor of Maryland, was so greatly pleased with the bravery of these

women, that he also sent them a handsome gratuity.32

In 1702, the bounty was reduced to forty pounds; in 1704 it rose to

one hundred, the largest ever granted in any of the colonies. This bounty

was equally divided between the several members of the party engaged in

the service. But to prevent fraud, such as the production of scalps other

than those of Indians, or of Indians not killed in the service, heavy

penalties were provided. Another trick to obtain the bounty money was
to make several scalps out of one. This was a fraud generally practiced

by the friendly Indians, who wanted to get as much as they could from

the whites. In Massachusetts, friendly Indians were paid larger bounties

than others, as also were independent companies which furnished their

own subsistence.

There are some interesting details in the law of 1704 worthy of

mention. Thus the scalps of male Indians, who were over ten years of

age and capable of bearing arms, would fetch a bounty of one hundred

pounds. For the scalps of women (probably including those of girls)

and for children under ten years old, only ten pounds apiece were allowed.

The exigencies of Indian warfare made the latter horrible alternative im-

perative, for the savage was ever regarded as some beast of prey, to be

killed at sight.

By 1747, the Massachusetts authorities were so much pestered with

persons bringing in scalps and claiming the reward, that they were only

too glad to repeal the old law. Besides there was but little occasion for

offering these bounties, as the seat of war was now removed beyond the

bounds of the Colony. The cost of each scalp was far greater than the

bounty offered. Thus, in 1706, it was found that every scalp cost the

3 2 Niles' History, loc. cit.
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government of Massachusetts a thousand pounds at that time, or ten times

the amount of the bounty.33

In 1746 the Province of New York, which was then nearer the

theater of hostilities, first gave a bounty on scalps of ten pounds sterling

each. And in 1755, after Braddock's defeat, Virginia did the same; and

in 1764, Pennsylvania.

Not to be outdone by the North in its efforts to exterminate the

French Indians, Governor Littleton of South Carolina would propose

more drastic measures, and in December, 1756, wrote to the Lords of

Trade in England as follows: " Use all means you think proper to

induce our Indians to take up the hatchet. Promise a reward to every

man who shall bring in a scalp of a Frenchman or of one of the French

Indians." Whether this advice was followed to the letter we have no

certain knowledge. But in South Carolina, in 1776, the price of every

Indian scalp was fixed at seventy pounds ; while a hundred pounds were to

be paid for every Indian taken alive.34

Maryland began the practice of offering similar bounties in 1756,

fixing the price of each scalp at ten pounds, and the whole sum paid out in

such bounties to be limited to one thousand pounds. In the year 1763
the price was raised to fifty pounds a scalp, and the limit to three thousand

pounds. A similar sum was given for every Indian taken prisoner.

The French were not behind the English in paying such bounties,

whether for the scalps of hostile Indians or of the English. In 1693
the price fixed in Canada for the scalp of an unfriendly Indian or for that

of an Englishman was ten silver crowns, or sixty sous, a sum which was
somewhat higher than that paid in Massachusetts in 1683, for an Indian's.

In 1694 Louis XIV. thought this sum was too high and refused to pay it

any longer.

Accordingly, it must be evident that the practice of scalping was
confined exclusively to the continent of North America, and then only to

certain parts. The Indians presented the unique example of a people

living in historical times, but which had not passed beyond the Stone Age.

The European nations once occupied the same position, as numerous relics

of past ages clearly attest. But did any of them scalp their enemies?

Arnold, in his remarks before quoted, would give a European origin

to the practice, though not on any just grounds. He, as was adduced,

33 Just as, in 1876, the cost of our Indian wars was so great that it was shown it would
be cheaper to board all the Indians at the best hotels in any of our great cities.

—

[Ed.]

3 * Narra. and Crit. Hist, of Amer., Vol. VI, pp. 681 fol.; Drake's Indians, Pt. IV.
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ascribes its origin to the Huns. Whether they ever did scalp is another

question. For so far as is known the French never practiced it, much
less introduced it into the New World.

According to Guizot, there are traces of the practice to be found
among the Visigoths, Franks and even the Anglo-Saxons, during the

early part of the Middle Ages. Yet he does not give any details nor
state his authority.35

Herodotus relates how the ancient Scythians first cut off the head of

an enemy and then scalped it, cutting round the head just above the ears.

Now, laying hold of the hair (perhaps the scalp-lock), they shook out

the skull. Napkins were made of such scalps; also cloaks, by sewing a

number of them together.36 The Tartars are classed among the Scyths,

Of the many theories put forth to prove the peopling of America
from Asia, none seems to have met with greater acceptation than that

based on the practice of scalping obtaining among the North American
Indians, which was done in common with the ancient Scythians. " There
is a striking resemblance," says Priest, " between the northern and inde-

pendent Tartar and the tribes of the North American Indians. Besides

this reason there are others for believing our aborigines of North America

were descended from the ancient Scythians and came to this country from

the eastern part of Asia." Both scalped and tortured their prisoners to

death; the customs of the two peoples are much alike; so are their weapons

of warfare and implements of the chase. Then, to make the resemblance

still more striking, the two shaved their heads in war and left a tuft of

hair on the top, called a scalp-lock. 37 Who knows but the custom of

wearing pigtails, introduced into China by their Tartar conquerors, may
not be a survival of the original Tartar, or Scythian scalp-lock? And
again, if we consider the fashion of wearing queues (tails, properly)

which prevailed among our own ancestors up to the early part of the

eighteenth century, was also a direct descendant of the Tartar pig-tail,

then our evolution—or rather devolution—of the original scalp-lock is

complete. This fashion of wearing queues, or pig-tails, continued till

about the year 1825, when they were gradually abandoned, except by

sailors, who wore them for some time longer.

The peopling of America from Asia is still a debatable theory.

35 Cours de VHist. Mod., Tom. I, p. 283 ;
quoted in Prescott's Cong. Mex.

36 Melpom., Sec. 64, Vol. I, p. 41, Rawlinson, Trans.

37 Araer. Antiq., 1833, pp. 37, 58.
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Whether the practice of scalping be a connecting link between the peoples

of the two continents, is at least not an unreasonable hypothesis. The
racial connection between the aborigines on the continent of North
America and the inhabitants of the islands to the west is evident enough.

They all belong to the Mongolian type of man, though the Indians have

usually been placed in a class by themselves. The fact that only certain

Indian tribes ever practiced scalping, and these confined only to a portion

of the continent, does not invalidate the hypothesis. For these tribes

seem to occupy the same ethnological or social position in the New World
as did the barbarian nations, in the remote past, in the Old. Nor does

the position of the Eskimos complicate the problem; for it is generally

conceded that this people was once very numerous and lived in more
southern latitudes than at present, but were driven northward by the

fiercer Indian tribes below. And the practice of scalping, common to the

latter alone and also once prevalent among nations of the remote past in

the Old World, makes the resemblance between the North Amrican In-

dians and the ancient Scythians of Asia, two seemingly disconnected

peoples, something more than accidental.

From what has already been adduced with regard to the practice of

scalping among the North American Indians, we would venture the

opinion that this trophy of war constituted the original and ancient treat-

ment of slain enemies and was the inheritance of a distant past. De-
capitation, on the other hand, was a more refined method of treatment,

so to speak, and the only custom of treating the slain found among the

less barbarous tribes. As the continent is descended one finds scalping

less and less common, till we reach the more southern latitudes, when
decapitation is the common practice. And this is true on both sides of

the continent. The fiercest of all are the more northern tribes, those of

Canada; the mildest, the more southern, like the Narragansetts and
Mohegans. All of the latter wore a scalp-lock, the index of their orig-

inal habits. This fact alone would prove that scalping was the more
ancient practice.

On the outbreak of King Philip's War the savages of New England
were by the force of circumstances driven back into a still darker bar-

barism; and in later years they had recourse to scalping. The French

Indians always scalped; and the Indians of New England were instructed,

undoubtedly, in a practice which they had long forgotten or seldom

employed.
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And lastly, when we reach the country of the Aztec and the ancient

Peruvian, both scalping and beheading have disappeared. At the in-

vasion of the Spaniards a high degree of civilization was found there, equal

in some measure to that of the Spaniards themselves. It was only the

wild tribes of Mexico that still scalped their enemies; but they were kept

within bounds by their more civilized neighbors. And this brief study

of the practice of scalping may, it is hoped, throw some light on the

ethnological place of a rapidly vanishing people.

F. C. Clark, M. D.
Providence, R. I.
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VI

THE PEACE-MAKER

[The following story was obtained by the writer, directly from the lips of a Seneca

Indian, and the hero is said to have been the grandfather of the celebrated orator Red

Jacket.]

1HERE was a time when all the Indian tribes in the world were at

war with the great Seneca nation, whose hunting-grounds were on

the borders of Lake Ontario. So fearful had they become of their

enemies, that the bravest hunters and warriors never left their wigwams
without bending their bows and little children were not permitted by their

mothers to gather berries or hickory nuts in the neighboring woods. The
head chief of the nation at that time, was Sa-go-you-wat-ha, or Always

Awake. He was a good man, and being sorely grieved at the unhappiness

of his people, he conceived the idea of securing a permanent peace. It was

true, he said, that his father had been a cruel and unpopular chief, but he

did not think it right that the generation which followed his father should

be made miserable for crimes never committed by them. And therefore

it was that he prayed to the Great Ha-nee to tell him, in a dream, what he

must do to accomplish his end. Night came, and in spite of his name,

Always Awake fell into a deep sleep and had a dream.

He was told that in the direction whence came the warm winds of

summer, and distant from his village a journey of one moon, there was a

very large mountain. On the summit of that mountain, as he was told,

were living a few people from all the nations of the earth, excepting the

Senecas. The place alluded to was called the Mountain of Refuge, and
it was so sacred a place, that its soil had never been wet with human
blood, and the people who lived there, were the peculiar favorites of the

Great Ha-nee, and were the law-makers of the world. The dream also

told the Seneca chief, that he could secure a permanent peace only by
visiting the sacred mountain; but as the intervening distance was so great,

and his trail would be only among enemies, the dangers of the expedition

would be very numerous. By traveling at night, however, and sleeping

in the day time, the task might be accomplished, and he was at liberty to

try his fortune.

"5
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Always Awake pondered a long time upon this strange vision, but

finally determined to start upon the appointed expedition. Great was the

fatigue that he endured and oftentimes he was compelled to satisfy his

hunger with the roots and berries of the forest. Many a narrow escape

did he make from his enemies; but in due time he reached the Mountain
of Refuge. He was warmly welcomed among the Indians of the moun-
tain, and when he told his story and talked of peace, they honored him
with many a loud shout of applause. A council was held, and a decree

passed, to the effect that the important question at stake should be settled

by another council composed of the head chiefs of all the Indian nations

in the land. The fleetest runners were employed to disseminate the news,

and at the appointed time the council of chiefs was held. They formed
themselves into a confederacy, and with one exception, the nations of the

wilderness became as one people, and so continued until the white man
crossed the great waters and taught them the vices which have almost

consumed them from the face of the earth. The only tribe that would
not join the confederation was that of the Osages, and because of their

wickedness in so doing, they were cursed by the Great Ha-nee, and have

ever since been a by-word and a reproach among their fellows.

And when the Seneca chief returned to his own country, he was very

happy. His trail through the forests and over mountains was lined with

bonfires, and in every village that he tarried, he was feasted with the best

of game. One moon after he returned to his people he died, and was

buried on the banks of the beautiful lake where he lived; and ever since

that time the Great Ha-nee has permitted his people to live upon the land

inherited from their fathers.

Charles Lanman.



LINCOLN AND BOOTH

A LATE DISCOVERY

WE have recently had the opportunity of examining a remarkably

interesting relic of 1 86 1, in the form of two small i2mo. paper-

covered theatrical " prompt-books," formerly owned by Junius

Brutus Booth, Jr., and full of annotations in his writing. They are
" Brother and Sister, A Petit Opera in Two Acts, by William Dimond,"
N. Y. 1822; and " Bombastes Furioso, by Thomas B. Rhodes" (pub-

lished about the same time), both having extreme interest and raising a

question of considerable importance concerning the sentiment entertained

toward Abraham Lincoln by another member of the Booth family than

John Wilkes Booth, the assassin.

Both prompt-books contain the autograph of J. B. Booth (junior),

one of them bearing also the autograph signature of Miss C. De Bar, who
became his wife. Miss Catherine De Bar was the daughter of Ben De
Bar, distinguished for his performance of the character of Falstaff, and
also for many years the leading theatrical manager in St. Louis. These
little books were sold at auction when his estate was dispersed in St. Louis,

but their important nature was unsuspected and they rested in obscurity

until a comparatively recent date.

On the lower blank portion of the last page of " Brother and Sister
"

are written in Booth's autograph the names of the Dramatis Personam of
" Bombastes Furioso," and opposite these names are written substitutes

to adapt the burlesque to the time and place in which it was to be per-

formed, the evident purpose being to hold up to ridicule the living char-

acters which were substituted for fictitious ones. The startling signifi-

cance of this proposed change is manifest when we read this cast, written

by Booth

:

" Artaxomines Lincoln

Fusbos Seward

Bombastes Gen. Scott

Distaffina Mad. Fremont."
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When " Bombastes Furioso " is examined closely, we find that it has

been interlined and a pen drawn through the original names, other names
being substituted according to the cast given above, all the writing being

in the autograph of the original owner, J. B. Booth, Jr. Here was a

purpose and a plan to hold up to public ridicule on the stage Lincoln,

Seward; Scott and Mrs. Fremont. Did that purpose and plan originate

with J. B. Booth, Jr., the son of Junius Brutus Booth, and the elder

brother of John Wilkes Booth?

The indignity to President Lincoln and others proposed could not

have been presented on the stage more scurrilously than by the adapta-

tion of " Bombastes Furioso," no other play or opera of the time lending

itself so well to an enemy of Lincoln. The representation of Lincoln

and the language put into his mouth by the changes in the burlesque are

particularly offensive throughout, the President and General Scott being

represented as rivals in intrigue for the affections of Mrs. Fremont, who
encourages them in their infatuation, but is especially anxious to capture

Lincoln, crowd out Mrs. Lincoln, and make her way to the White House.

Of course an insult is intended to Lincoln, Mrs. Lincoln, Mrs. Fremont,

Scott, and Secretary Seward, and the language put into the mouths of the

characters is offensive in the extreme.

It may be well asked if J. B. Booth, Jr., invented this alteration of
" Bombastes," and did he entertain feelings toward Lincoln, his family,

and his Cabinet, which would have suggested this insult? Or was the

alteration invented by some other person—that person being his brother,

the assassin—and proposed to J. B. Booth, Jr., as a manager and then

copied by him as we find it in these little books? If performed, as this

opera seems to have been, the performance must have taken place in

Richmond, Va., as two localities in that city are mentioned in Booth's

changes in the text: " The Pillar high in Sackville Street " being changed

to " The lamp-post in eleventh street," and again in the line, " In Wer-

burg Street, near Derby Square " is altered to read " In a street near the

Capitol Square." If put on the stage in Richmond, it must have been

during the first year of the Civil War and before Gen'l Scott had resigned.

Editor.



THE FIRST AMERICAN STONE-ARCHED BRIDGE

OF the many who cross the old Choate Bridge that spans the Ipswich

river at Ipswich, Mass., few think of attaching interest of unusual

historic significance to this old-time structure albeit a tablet pro-

claims the fact of its having seen continuous service since 1764.

Fewer still realize that they are walking over the first stone-arched

bridge to be built in America.

Ipswich is one of the Bay State's earliest towns, the first permanent

settlement having been commenced early in 1633. Furthermore, fords,

ferries, or rough wooden bridges were the only means of transit across

streams as late as the Revolution, whereas the Choate bridge was in use

eleven years before.

A building committee comprising the Hon. John Choate and several

other prominent citizens after mature deliberation decided to replace the

wooden structure by a stone arch bridge. Just how the departure in

bridge building came about no hard and fast information seems available.

As to the feasibility of the keystone principle in bridge construction,

a woeful tale tradition persists in handing down to the present day. Col.

Choate, the prime mover in the enterprise, was the object upon which the

surcharged feelings of the people were directed, culminating in a threat

that his life would pay the forfeit if the bridge collapsed. Never for

a moment wavering in his confidence in the undertaking, Choate, never-

theless, became so stirred by these threats and the persuasion of friends

as to consent to preparations for escape if necessary.

Relays of swift horses were established, so the story runs, sufficient

to carry him out of the county, and on the morning of the opening of the

bridge, instead of proudly viewing the vindication of his faith, he was
forced to sit in the saddle, armed with pistols, surrounded by friends,

awaiting the possibility of a summons to fly.

Instead came the cheering cry of success, and when the bridge had
been crossed and recrossed without the slightest hint of giving way, the

crowd marched to where Choate was and with the greatest show of honor
led him to witness his triumph.

The bridge consists of two arches, twenty-five feet in length, with a

solid pier midway of the river. Not the remotest evidence of dislocation

nor settling of the stone work is discernible; to the contrary, it gives every

appearance of being able to serve the Ipswichers of two centuries hence

with the same faithfulness as it has served those of the last 141 years.

John Choate, to whose efforts the bridge owes its existence, was the

second in line from the emigrant ancestor, John Choate, from whom
Rufus Choate and Joseph H. Choate are descended

—

Boston Post.
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Document recording the examination

of British prisoners, part in the hand-

writing of Gen. Wm. Richardson Davie.

It is dated March 23, 1780.

This is the only document of the kind

we have ever seen. The words " Pris-

oner of the 23rd," do not refer to the

date of the capture, but to the prisoner's

regiment. Rawdon's regiment was the

" Volunteers of Ireland."

Joseph Nowel, Prisoner of the 23rd.

:

Marched yesterday at 4 o'clock

23rd in number 300, commanded by

Capt. Apthorp

Lord Rawdon's Troops Numbers not

known. Lord Rawdon there.

23rd. : Coll. Webster Commands.
Number not known. Legion, all or in

part, not known, joined Yesterday

Bryan's Militia: a few

Rugeley's Militia 30

Lord Cornwallis There

Number of Waggons—perhaps the

Whole Marched or not ; cannot tell.

James Sarthwatt, 23rd. Prisoner:

Time the Same—Marched
23rd: 300—400

Lord Rawdon's—250
33rd 200

Legion, part. Tarleton sick

Bryan's Militia in the Rear

Cornwallis There

Encamp'd one Mile &
-J

this Side of

Mc Capin's Creek

William Lauer: 23rd. Prisoner

23rd. 8 Companies, to 250

33rd. weaker than the 23rd.

Rawdon's Corps 400
71st Lay within three Mile of their

Rear; not seen since.

Legion, Capt. Kinlock (Kinloch).

Commander. Tarleton sick

Bryan's Militia Mounted, Number 30

James Whitworth 23rd Prisoner:

23rd 250 or 300
33rd equal to the 23rd.

Lord Rawdon's Corps equal to 300

71st Joined Last Night, Numbers not

known
Pieces of Artillery, 2 Six pounders &

2 threes

Legion Joined by two Companies of

the 71st equal to 600 or 700

Militia about 40

Militia gone for Beef Cattle—no beef

drawn to day. W. R. Davie.

(The last line is in Davie's writing,

and was evidently written hastily, as the

paper shows that it was folded without

blotting, and in consequence the ink of

these words is set off on the sheet oppo-

site. Of the persons mentioned, Bryan

was Samuel Bryan the N. C. Tory, Kin-

loch was either David, Lieutenant 71st,

or David, Captain 80th regiment, prob-

ably the latter. Major Webster was

one of the best officers in the British

Army, and was soon after killed at the

battle of Guilford Court House. Henry

Rugeley was the South Carolina Tory

planter, who in December, 1780, was in-

gloriously captured by Col. William

Washington.)
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LETTER OF WASHINGTON TO RICHARD HENRY LEE

[Letter from Washington to Richard Henry Lee, detailing some of the difficulties in his

way as Commander of the troops besieging Boston.]

Camp at Cambridge, Aug't 29th., 1775.
Dear Sir :

Your favour of the first Inst by Mr. Randolph came safe to hand

—

the merits of this Young Gentleman added to your recommendation &
my own knowledge of his character induced me to take him into my Family

Mifflin, who I have appointed quarter Master Gen 1 from a

through perswation of his Integrety—my own experience of his activity,

and finally because he stands unconnected with either of these Govern-

ments; or with this, that, or 't'other Man; for between you and I, there is

more in this than you can easily immagine.

As we have now nearly completed our lines of defence, we have

nothing more in my opinion to fear from the Enemy, providing we can

keep our men to their duty and make them watchful and vigilant; but it

is among the most difficult tasks I ever undertook in my life to induce the

people to believe that there is or can be danger till the Bayonet is pushed

at their breasts; not that it proceeds from any uncommon prowess, but

rather from an unaccountable kind of stupidity in the lower class of these

people, which believe me prevails but too generally among the officers

of the Massachusetts part of the Army, who are nearly of the same
kidney with the privates. There is no such thing as getting officers of

this stamp to exert themselves in carrying orders into execution—to curry

favour with the men (by whom they were chosen, and on whose smiles

possibly they may think they may again rely) seems to be one of the

principal objects of their attention.

I submit it therefore to your consideration whether there is, or is

not, a propriety in that Resolution of the Congress which leaves the ulti-

mate appointment of an officer below the Rank of General to the Govern-

ments where the Regiments originated, now the Army is become Contin-

ental? To me it appears improper in two points of view; first, it is a

giving . . . weight to an Independent Colony which ought .

damps the Spirit & ardour of Volunteers from all but the four New Eng-
land Governments as none but their people have the least chance of get-

ting into office—would it not be better to refuse to have the warrants
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which the Commander in Chief is authorized to give Pro tempore, ap-

proved or disapproved by the Continental Congress, or a Committee of

their body, which I should suppose in any . . . stand an equal

chance of being promoted, according to his merit; in the other an officer

will be confined to the Inhabitants of the 4 New England Governments

which in my opinion is impolitick to a degree.

I have made a pretty good stand among such kind of officers as the

Massachusetts Government abounds in since I came to this Camp, having

broke one Col'o and two Captains for Cowardly behaviour . . . for

drawing more provision and pay than they had men in their company—

•

and one for being absent from his Post when the Enemy appeared there,

and burnt a House Just by it. Besides these, I have at this time one

Col'o, one Major, one Cap'n & two subalterns under arrest for tryal

—

In short I spare none & yet fear it will not all do, as these People seem

to be too inattentive to every thing but their own Interest. I have not

been unmindful of that part of your Letter respecting point Alderton

—

before the receipt of it, it had become an object of my particular enquiry,

but the accts of its situation differ exceedingly, in respect to the command
it has of the Ship Channel . . . have been confined to enquiries

only: if I had ever been in a condition since my arrival here, to have taken

possession of such a Post; but you well know, my good Sir, that it becomes

the duty of an officer to consider some other matters, as well as a Situa-

tion—namely, what number of men are necessary to defend a place

—

how it can be supported—& how furnished with ammunition. I conceive

our defence of this place (point Alderton) must be proportioned to the

attack of Gen'l Gage's whole force, leaving him just enough to man his

Lines on Boston & Charles Town necks—& with regard to the second, and

most important, as well as alarming object, we have only 184 Bar'ls of

Powder in all (including the late supply from Philadelphia) wch is not

sufficient to give 25 Musket Cartridges to each man and scarcely to serve

the artillery in any brisk action . . . Under these circumstances, I

daresay you will agree with me that it would not be very eligable to take a

Post 30 miles distant (by Land) from this place, when we have already a

line of Circumvalation round Boston of at least 10 miles extent to defend,

any part of which may be attacked without our having (if the Enemy
will keep their own Council) an hour's notice of it; and that, it would not

be prudent in me, to attempt a measure which would necessarily bring on

a consumption of all the ammunition we have, therebv leaving the Army
at the mercy of the Enemy, or soon dispers'd; and the Country to be

ravaged and laid waste at discretion—to you I may acc't for my conduct,
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but I cannot declare the motive of it to every one, notwithstanding I know
I shall stand in a very unfavourable light in the opinion of those

who expect much & will find little done, without understanding or perhaps

giving themselves the trouble of enquiring into the cause—such however

is the fate of all those who are obliged to act the part I do. I must

therefore submit to it, under a consciousness of having done my duty to

the best of my abilities.

On Saturday night last we took ... & within point blank shot

of the Enemy on Charles Town Neck—we worked incessantly the whole

night with 1200 men, & before Morning got an Intrenchment in such

forwardness as to bid defiance to their Cannon; about nine o'clock on

Sunday they began a heavy cannonade which continued through the day

without any injury to our work and with the loss of four men, only two of

whom were killed . . . not daring to make use of Artillery on acct

of the consumption of powder, except with one Nine pounder placed on a

point, with which we silenced & indeed sunk, one of their Floating

Batteries.

This move of ours, was made to prevent the Enemy from gaining

this Hill, and we thought was giving them a fair challenge to dispute it

(as we had been told by various people who had just left Boston, that they

were preparing to come out) but instead of accepting . . . learn

that it has thrown them into great consternation . . . Yesterday

afternoon they began a Bombardment, without any effect as yet

There has been so many great and capital errors & abuses to rectify

—

so many examples to make & so little Inclination in the officers of inferior

Rank to contribute their aid to accomplish this work, that my life has been

nothing else since I came . . . one continual round of ... In

short, no pecuniary (reward) could induce me to undergo what I have,

especially as I expect, by showing so little (countenance) to irregularities

& publick (abuses) to render myself very obnoxious to a good part of

these People. But as I have already greatly exceeded the bounds of a

Letter, I will not trouble you with matters relative to my .

As I expect this Letter will (reach) you in Philadelphia I must re-

quest the favour of you to present my affec't & respectful compliments to

Dr. Shippen, his Lady and Family, my Brothers of the Deligation and

any other Enquiring friends.—& at the same time do me the Justice to

believe that I am, with a sincere regard,

Y'r affec't friend & obed't Servt.

G° Washington.
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LETTER OF WILLIS GAYLORD CLARK TO JOHN G. WHITTIER

[Letter of Willis Gaylord Clark to John G. Whittier, dated at Philadelphia, July 17,

1829, when Whittier was editing the Boston Manufacturer, and was only twenty-one years

old. This most interesting letter is mainly devoted to a personal and critical estimate of

N. P. Willis. How amply time has vindicated Clark's prophecy about Whittier's future !]

My Dear Sir : ( Confidential)

.

You kind Letter of the 3rd. inst. is before me; and I hasten to thank

you for it, and to write a poor and hurried sort of an answer thereunto.

I received your Letter just as Mr. Brantley, who is now in New York,

was departing for that city. He has been gone all the week: and my time

has consequently been much more occupied than when he is at home.

Discrepancies and all sorts of blunders which I may commit herein you

must lay to the score of my dullness,—which I confess is astounding this

morning; or to the clamours of the " D—1
" for copy, which doth much

more abound.

Your Letter was exceedingly welcome :—for it was, I hope, the com-

mencement of a correspondence which may not be amiss to either of us;

—

one at any rate which will not be amiss to me. I wish our Papers could

come in exchange, as regularly as our Letters do;—for really I do not

see the " Manufacturer " once in a Dog's age. What is the reason?

It would be well if our respective cogitations could come with con-

siderable precision, For I am prone . . . if I do not get that

You do me injustice when you think I flattered you. I had no

such intention; I sincerely think that you evince more promise than

all the rest of the Boston poets put together. One grand evidence of

genius which you possess is versatility. Your article of poetry in the first

No. of the " Album " will, a part of it, bear a good comparison with any-

thing of the kind on this side of the Atlantic. Such stanzas as the follow-

ing never emanated from the brain of N. P. Willis—I quote from

memory:

When flashed upon the closing eye

The gleam of banners floating aye

and soul unshriven

When thro' false mail and vizor bar

The dimmed and battered lance was driven

—
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You recollect I spoke of having made mention of you in the " Star ";

in my notice of the Am. Monthly I did so:—but it was in such high terms

of praise, that Mr. Brantley thought it would be too much for him to

appear to say;—and at his desire I omitted it.

Of N. P. Willis I desire to know but little: I know now enough to

convince me ... he has not got the deep poetry of the soul in

him; and his chief merit consists in descriptions, which are sometimes

cold transcripts of nature without the life of abstract thought, and colored

far too highly with affectation. Where is there anything of Willis' which

will compare with Longfellow, or Bryant, or the better things of Brooks,

Peabody, Halleck or Percival? I would be the last to deny him the

possession of considerable genius, but it is of a light, unvarying, senti-

mental and affected kind, which his influence in society and the servility

of a great many Editors have contributed to render popular. He is not

popular among the high spirits of our country, and unless he evince more
feeling and less affectation, he never will be. He has had every advantage

on earth, and the applause which he has received should have made him
seek a better applause from higher sources. Instead, it has made him
content, and he has reached his level, in my opinion. I should like to see

him do something worthy a reputation which aristocracy alone sustains

for him now, and which the world at large will soon annul. I am
willing his magazine should succeed; indeed I hope it will. But to be a

Reviewer he should be impartial. His reviews are partial and flippant.

If I guess rightly respecting him I should say he was a young man who
walked the streets as if afraid of soiling the soles of his feet—who evinced

in all his actions the Dandy, rather than the Man. Although I don't

wish to have you fill up your letter too much with him, yet you would
oblige me by giving me an accurate description.

Rockwell promises, but he must write something newer—I would
give double for your prospects than for Willis' or his. You have only to

press forward to succeed. Bob Morris is a genteel, clever fellow; we are

very intimate—and our secrets are passed like brothers. He has a good
deal of talent, and a wonderful facility both in poetry and prose. Some
say he is . . . (illegible), but don't believe it; he has always been

true

You speak of Pierpont; * I should like dearly to know him. He
preached here last Summer, but I did not know it until too late. Do
you know G. W. Doane? He has written some beautiful things, and for

1 Rev. John Pierpont.
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Peabody I have a kind of holy reverence. I should like to know what
Pierpont thinks of some of my affairs. How natural is this feeling.

Do send us in your next, something for the " Star " something from
which a sort of moral may be drawn. In my next I will give you some-

thing for the " Manufacturer." My studies give me but little time to

polishing pieces. By the way, Mr. Brantley is one of the most perfect

of all gentlemen: an excellent scholar—and has got a lovely family—and
some beautiful girls. One, with whom I am very intimate, is an angel in

human form.

She is now in New York. My time passes with them happily. In

my leisure I am at their service, and we jaunt off to Fairmount or Gray's

Ferry, or the Pagoda Gardens, and I am rapt at those times in pleasure.

Let me hear from you without unnecessary delay;—give us the " por-

tance of your travel's History
"

Excuse this dull and dry epistle and believe me to be

Sincerely yours

Willis Gaylord Clark.

P. S.—The pleasure which you say you have in listlessly gazing upon

the sky makes me think of my old school hours at Onondaga Academy,

when I used to sit and with my window open look out for hours upon the

landscape, when the fresh winds were fluttering the neglected Horace or

Virgil. Juvat meminisse hec. 2

TV. G. C.

an inside view of secession

[Letter from Brigadier-General Paul J. Semmes, C. S. A. (killed at Antietam), to Ad-

jutant-General Wayne, of Georgia, two weeks after the State had seceded.]

Columbus, Ga., i Feby, 1861.

Colonel :

Your letter of the 26 ult., acknowledging mine of the 21 ult, was

duly rec'd.

I hand you herewith enclosed a letter of date 5 ult., from Aug. Viele,

Esq., West Troy, N. Y., in regard to gun carriages, &c, & a copy of my

2 Haec olim meminisse juvabit.—Virgil, JEndd, i.
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reply thereto, of the 14 ult. Also a copy of my letter of the 14 ult., to

Wm. Kemble, Esq., New York, in regard to the inspection of the above

gun carriages, &c, and his reply of the 21 ult. thereto. Also a letter from

Capt. J. G. Burton, of date the 3 ult., to Col. Hardee in regard to the

inspection of field guns & projectiles at West Point foundry, Cold Spring,

N. Y. Also two letters from Mess. E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co.

of Wilmington, Del., of the 22 & 23 ult., relating to the shipment of

Powder, cannon & musket cartridges, &c, and a copy of my reply.

Very respectfully

Your obdt Servt

Paul J. Semmes
Col. H. C. Wayne Adj. Gen'l.,

Milledgeville, Ga.

LINCOLN AND THE EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION

[The original autograph message to Congress, sent December ist, 1863, entirely in Mr.
Lincoln's handwriting and signed by him in full.]

The original Proclamation of Emancipation was burned, and this

is one of the few public documents relating to the subject in existence out-

side of Government archives. It was presented to John G. Whittier
by Charles Sumner, and the fact was certified to by Mr. Whittier's

literary executor. The following is the full text of the Message

:

To the Senate and House of Representatives: Herewith I

lay before you a letter addressed to myself by a committee of
gentlemen representing the Freedmen's Aid Society in Boston,

New York, Philadelphia, and Cincinnati. The subject of the

letter, as indicated above, is one of great magnitude and im-

portance, and one of which these gentlemen, of known ability

and high character, seem to have considered with attention and
care. Not having the time to form a mature judgment of my
own, as to whether the plan they suggest is the best, I submit

the whole subject to Congress, deeming that their attention

thereto is almost imperatively demanded.—Abraham
Lincoln.
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It became evident soon after the preliminary Proclamation of Eman-
cipation that the freedmen were helpless and must be looked after. A
committee of fourteen gentlemen, representing the Freedmen's Aid So-

cieties of New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati and Boston, with a long

address on the matter, said they spoke not only for the societies but

:

" The anxieties and sympathies of the American people in regard

to the present position and future prospects of the freedman created
by your Proclamation of Emancipation."

This address was sent with the above Message to Congress, where, in

the Senate, Charles Sumner suggested the creation of a Freedman's En-

quiry Commission. Much valuable and interesting information regard-

ing this Message and the circumstances surrounding it will be found in

Vol. I. Senate Executive Documents, 38th Congress, 1st Sess. 1863-64.
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CHAPTER II—Concluded.

TRUE, he felt convinced in his own mind, that he should never dare

to look her full in the face, or enjoy either ease or pleasure in her

society. Yet still her abode so near him would furnish a new and

charming object for his abstract devoirs and solitary contemplations. She

would become the ideal companion of his rambles; the bright vision of his

imagination and give a zest to his existence in that visionary world which

furnished almost all the materials of his happiness. He was excessively

anxious to see her, and punctual in his attendance at the mansion house

while the storm lasted and there was no immediate prospect of the young
lady's arrival; but the moment the Patroon came in sight his heart failed

him, and he retreated into the fields, there to enjoy an imaginary meeting

which he dared not encounter in reality. He embraced his cousin ; kissed

her cheek; made the most gallant, eloquent speeches; gazed in her face

with eager eyes of admiration; and, in short, enjoyed in imagination a

scene exactly opposite to that which the reality would have presented.

Happy, thrice happy is the man who can thus create a paradise around

him, and spin his enjoyments, as it were, from his own materials. This is

a species of domestic manufacture that certainly ought to be encouraged

by the government.

Mr. Dennis Vancour was somewhat indignant at the ignominious

retreat of Sybrandt, to whom he delivered a Dutch lecture at their next

interview, on his sheepishness. The good man took especial care not to

recollect that it was, in a great measure, owing to the system of education

inflicted upon him by the dominie, with his entire approbation. He
insisted on his accompanying him, the next morning, to pay his devoirs

to the young lady; and accordingly an interview took place between them.

On the part of Sybrandt it was shy and embarrassed, a mixture of pride

and timidity; on that of Catalina, sprightly and good-humored, with

a sly expression of slighting superiority, which to one of his quick feelings

was calculated to increase his embarrassment, and make him appear still

more awkward and stupid. The noisy, but well-meaning Ariel, made
129
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matters still worse, by occasionally urging the young man to " buck up,"

as he called it, to the young lady, and show his breeding. Poor Sybrandt

wished himself a thousand miles away. By the time dinner was served,

his head felt like a great bag of wool, and his heart ached with an op-

pressive load of imaginary contempt and ridicule, which he thought he

saw in the eyes of everyone, more especially those of Catalina. Ariel,

who sat next him, was perpetually jogging him in the side, to offer some
civility to the young lady, and at length wrought him up to the hardihood

of asking her to take a glass of wine, which he did in a voice so low that

nobody heard him.

" Try again," whispered Ariel; " zounds! man, you could not hear

yourself, I am sure."

Sybrandt tried again, but his voice died away in murmurs. Ariel

was out of patience. " A-hem !
" roared he in a voice that made Sybrandt

quake.
—

" A-hem !—Catalina, your cousin asks you to drink wine with

him." The glasses were filled, but unfortunately Ariel, who was none

of the smallest, sat directly between the young people and intercepted

Sybrandt's view of his cousin. When Sybrandt leaned forward to catch

the lady's eye, Ariel did the like, from an inherent sympathy with motion,

originating in his inveterate antipathy to sitting still; and thus they con-

tinued bobbing backward and forward til! Catalina could restrain her-

self no longer, and laughed outright. Habits and dispositions like those

of Sybrandt's never fail to take the laugh and the ridicule all to them-

selves, even when they are the only parties concerned. The young man
actually perspired with agony, and when at length he gained an oppor-

tunity of bowing to the lady, his nerves were in such a state of agitation

that he was incapable of swallowing. The wine took the wrong way,

and nearly suffocated the luckless lad, who was only relieved by an ungov-

ernable fit of coughing, during which he precipitated his draught in the

face of honest Ariel.

"Blitzen!" exclaimed Dennis, in an undertone; for he was ex-

tremely anxious his adopted son should do credit to his education.

"A-hem! zounds! " cried Ariel, wiping his eyes, "why, Sybrandt,

one would think you mistook it for a dose of physic." The young lady

exchanged a significant smile with her mother, and the good Egbert,

according to his custom, said nothing.

The dinner passed off without any other catastrophe, though poor
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Sybrandt trembled to his very heart-strings, and shuddered when he put

anything into his mouth, lest it might go the wrong way. He escaped

as soon as possible, and sought his usual communion with his friend and

counsellor, solitude. Here his imagination revelled in tortures of its

own creation, and painted in the most exaggerated colours the scenes that

had just occurred. Under the Doric roughness and simplicity of his

appearance and manners, this young man concealed a proud sensibility,

that withered under the sense of ridicule and contempt. The very

thought, the very shadow of a thought, that he had been the object of

either, stung him with a feeling of self-abasement, of keen-cutting morti-

fication, that brought drops of agony from his heart and wrung the

perspiration from his aching forehead. Such a temper aggravates the

slightest matters into stings and nettles; with a watchful, anxious solici-

tude, it lies in wait for poisons to nourish its own infirmity, and makes
its own keen sensibilities to the merest trifles the measure of the feel-

ings of others. In five minutes after Sybrandt's departure from the

mansion house, every circumstance connected with his mortifications

was entirely forgotten by all but himself. But the recollection con-

tinued to rankle in his mind for a long while afterward, rendering

him, if possible, a thousand times more shy, apprehensive, and sensi-

tive than before. He never entered the old mansion that the scene

of the dinner-table did not present itself with accumulated circum-

stances of mortification, paralyzing his gayety, oppressing his under-

standing, and giving to his actions a degree of awkward restraint

that made his company painful as well as irksome to Catalina. It was
indeed but seldom that he could be induced to seek her society, though
she was ever the companion of his solitude; the theme of a thousand airy

visions of the future, which he indulged without the remotest idea, or

even wish to realize. He lived upon his own imaginings, of which,

though self was always the center, the circumference comprehended the

universe. The influence of solitude on the selfish principle is almost om-
nipotent. He who lives to himself, and by himself, becomes, as it were,

the object of his own idolatry. Having little to draw off his attention

from himself alone, the claims, the actions, the desires, the happiness of

his fellow-creatures never intrude, or if they intrude at all, it is as mere
auxiliaries, or obstacles to his supreme dominion. Upon him the social

feeling, which is the source of a thousand virtues, never operates, except

perhaps in some imaginary revery that calls up a momentary impulse of

kindness or humanity, which dies away without ever being embodied into
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action. He lives and moves, and has his being, his enjoyments, his

regrets, and disappointments concentrated in himself alone.

Sybrandt was an example of these truths. His principles were all

good, and he practised no vices. Yet neither his talents nor his virtues

were ever brought into exercise in a communion with his fellow-beings,

because his pride, timidity, and sensitiveness drove him continually from
society, to nourish the perpetual contemplation of self, by pondering on
the ridicule and contempt which was ever present to his imagination.

Thus all his acquirements and all his good qualities lay dormant, amid
the violent action of feelings and considerations that were exclusively

selfish. It remained to be seen what such a being might or would become
when placed in conflict with his fellows, under the incitements and temp-

tations of the world.

CHAPTER III

A YOUNG LADY WHO WOULD HAVE BEEN ONE HUNDRED YEARS
OLD HAD SHE LIVED LONG ENOUGH

Catalina Vancour was a very pretty and, in the main, a very good
girl, although she had been bred at a boarding-school at New York, and

danced with an aid-de-camp. She had lost much of the Doric, but had
acquired a corresponding portion of the Corinthian. She often sighed

for the more piquant and gorgeous amusements of the capital, and more
especially the society of the gay gallants in scarlet uniform. But still she

had not quite lost the rural feeling, nor entirely thrown off the witching

influence which nature and her various beauties exercise over the hearts

of those who, though they have sat at the world's great banquet, still

preserve a relish for more wholesome aliment and plainer luxuries. She

sometimes, in the gayety of her heart, sported with the feelings of poor

Sybrandt, and rallied his shyness, unconscious of the pangs she inflicted

upon his apprehensive self-love, and without noticing the dew of agony

that gathered upon his forehead, as she playfully reproached him with

being afraid of the young ladies.

The intercourse of young people at those times was very different

from what it is at present. I pretend not that one age is, upon the whole,

wiser or better than another; or to sit in judgment upon my contempo-
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raries. But I often catch myself contemplating, with something like sober

regret, those days of unostentatious simplicity, easy, unaffected inter-

course, and manly independence. Who, indeed, that hath gathered from

history and tradition a picture of the manners, modes, and morals of the

ancient patriarchs of Albany and its neighborhood, but will be inclined

to contrast them dolefully with those of the present times? Who but

will sigh to behold their places usurped by gilded butterflies, ostentatious

beggary, empty pretence, and paltry affectation? In the room of men
independent of the smiles and frowns of bankers or bankrupts, he will

find speculators glittering in their borrowed plumage for an hour or two,

then passing away, leaving nothing behind them but the wrecks of their

unprincipled career. Where once sat the simple magistrates, adminis-

tering the few simple laws necessary to regulate the orderly community

over which they presided, is now collected a body of garrulous, ignorant,

visionary, or corrupt legislators, pampering their own private interests

at the expense of the public good, and sacrificing the prosperity of one

portion of the State to the grasping avidity of another. In the room of

prosperous yeomanry and independent mechanics, we behold crowds of

hungry expectants, neglecting the sure and only means of competency,

and begging, in the abjectness of a debased spirit, permission to sacrifice

their independence for a wretched pittance, held under the wretched

tenure of a man who has no will of his own. The once quiet city, where
the name and the idea of political corruption was unknown, is now a

whirlpool of intrigue, where empty bubbles are degenerated and kept

alive by the agitation of the waters, and boiling and conflicting eddies

gather into one focus all the straws, and chaff, and feathers, and worth-

less nothings that float upon the surface of the stormy puddle.

Undoubtedly, simplicity of manners is one of the great pillars of

morality. It circumscribes our wants, and thus diminishes those beset-

ing temptations to extravagance and dishonesty which originate in and
receive their power from the love of dress, splendor, display, and luxury.

Those who set an inordinate value upon the qualification of these vanities

will come in time to sacrifice to their attainment all that solid stock of

happiness which is derived from the possession of integrity and independ-

ence. An age of simplicity is therefore an age of morality; and thence

it is that the wisest writers of antiquity have made simplicity of manners
essential to the preservation of that liberty which cannot be sustained by
a luxurious and corrupt people. That our own high feelings of independ-

ence are rapidly fleeing away before the quick steps of ostentation and
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luxury, and that the love of wealth, as the means of attaining to these

gratifications, is becoming the ruling passion, must be obvious to all

observers.—But enough of this; the subject belongs to graver heads than

ours.

One smiling morning in June, when nature, to use the fashionable

phrase, sent out her cards of invitation to all the living imps of earth,

from two legs to a thousand, to come and revel at her banquet of flowers,

zephyrs, and woodland harmonies—not forgetting the strawberries and

cream—Catalina, according to the Doric fashion of the times, had made
a party with some of the lads and lasses of Albany to visit a little island

lying lengthwise along the river, a mile or two below the mansion-house.

Such parties were common in those days, when rural fields, and smiling

landscapes, and woody recesses, where vines and wild flowers, and tuneful

birds and whispering zephyrs, came in the place of crowded rooms,

conflicting vanities, soul-cloying confectioneries, sleepy fiddlers, and mid-

night revels. Here, on the soft bosom of tranquil nature the young
people rambled about till they were tired, and then sat down on the green

sward under the protecting shade of some little copse of half-grown

trees canopied by grape vines, forming a vast umbrella over their heads.

Here, at a proper time, they brought out their stores; and a collation,

to which health, exercise, and cheerful innocent hearts gave zest, suc-

ceeded. Many a sober youth and red-ripe damsel were first awakened to

a gentle preference in these rich smiling solitudes; and many a long-

uncertain beauty was here brought, at last, to know, and acknowledge

her own mind to the chosen swain.

Catalina was resolved that Sybrandt should accompany the party;

not that she admired her shy and awkward cousin, or valued his society:

but, I know not how it is, there is a wayward wilfulness in woman which,

being common to all past times, is probably a gift of nature. We allude

to the propensity to carrying a point, whether a favorite one or not; to

overcome opposition—in short, to have their own way in everything.

Had Sybrandt sought her society, or discovered a disposition to be at-

tentive, Catalina would have probably been tired to death of him in a

little while, and affronted the youth downright. But he kept at a dis-

tance; he avoided her whenever he could; he sometimes excited her curi-

osity and sometimes her anger, by his lonely habits, and total neglect

—

in short, he was not to be had at all times, or at any time, and was,

therefore, in spite of himself, an object of consequence to his cousin. But
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the difficulty was to catch this wayward monster, and Ariel was deputed

for that purpose. There was nothing he loved like being employed upon

the affairs of other people; and Catalina had gained his whole heart by

sending him to Albany every day, to purchase a paper of pins, a skein

of thread, or a pennyworth of some kind or other.

Ariel, who knew some of the haunts of Sybrandt, took his gun, and

went, as he said, to hunt this strange animal. Among the rugged hills

that bounded these rich flats inland, was a deep romantic glen, through

which a fine stream tumbled in foaming volumes from rock to rock.

It was overshadowed by vast pines and cedars, which threw their gloomy
arms and locked their fingers half way across the abyss. Here was a

perpetual twilight, throughout all times of the day and every season of

the year. In the hottest days of summer there was a refreshing coolness

diffused around, that came with exquisite zest to the lazy and relaxed

frame, and made the spirit wax fit for vigorous thoughts. Every rock,

and stump, and half-decayed branch of a moldering tree was coated with

velvet moss; and all along the margin of the brook, the green fringe

kissed the foamy waters as they glanced away. It was here that Sy-

brandt was often found, deep in the reveries of a wandering mind, seek-

ing some steady rational object of pursuit, and floating clumsily about

without purpose, like a bark away from its anchor. His mind was a per-

fect chaos, wanting the powerful stimulus of some master-passion, some
great pursuit to arrange its intellectual forces, and marshal them to use-

fulness if not to deeds of noble daring.

Ariel was an astonishing man for killing two birds with one stone.

He always had two irons in the fire at once; and nothing was more
common with him than to forget them both in pursuit of a third. It *s

related of him, that being one day waiting with his horse to cross the

ferry at Albany, he was so taken up with the " d—d stupid blunder-

ing " of the ferryman in bringing his boat to the stairs, that he let go
his own bridle, whereat his horse trotted gallantly away. His master

pursued, and finally came up with him. But just as he seized the bridle

and turned round, he saw the ferry-boat leaving the stairs. Whereupon
he let go the bridle, and ran as fast as his little short drumsticks would
permit toward the boat, hallooing to the " d—d stupid blockhead " to

stop. The man, being now in the current of the stream, could not or

would not return. Whereupon Ariel turned round in a great passion to

his horse; but the horse was gone too, past all recovery, having this time
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mended his pace to a gallop, and made straightway for home. So Ariel

missed both ferry-boat and horse by not attending to one at a time.

As he was proceeding in the execution of his commission for Cata-

lina, lucklessly for the wishes of that young lady, Ariel espied at some
distance a noble flock of pigeons perched on a dead tree. The last thing

and the last object was always sure to carry all before it with Ariel. He
forgot everything else, and trudged away with all his speed toward this

new and powerful attraction. He got a copse between him and the

birds; he advanced cautiously under cover; he gained a station within

gunshot, while the unconscious victims sat perfectly quiet; he cocked his

piece, raised it to his shoulder, and was just taking aim, when his irre-

sistible propensity to clearing his throat came across him, and he essayed

such a stout magnificent " a-hem !
" that the birds took the alarm and

flew away. " D—n it," quoth Ariel, and scampered after, following

them with his eye, till he unfortunately plumped into a ditch, where he

got most gloriously garnished with a coat-of-mail, and was fain to make
the best of his way home, leaving the pigeons to their fate and Sybrandt

to his solitude.

" Well, uncle," said Catalina, when she saw him, " did you see the

white savage?
"

" No, zounds ! they all flew away," replied Ariel, thinking of the

pigeons.

" Flew away! what are you talking about uncle?
"

" Why, zounds ! I tell you, just as I was going to let fly at them,

they flew away, and I fell into a ditch trying to follow."

" Follow whom," said the young woman, who began to suspect

honest Ariel had lost his wits.

" Why, the pigeons."

"Pigeons! I thought you went in search of Sybrandt?"

" Bless my soul ! a-hem ! bless my soul, so I did. But the truth is,

Catty, I took my gun with me, by way of company, and met a flock of

pigeons that led me plump into a ditch, and I forgot all about it."

The young lady was half-vexed, half-diverted, though well ac-

quainted with her uncle's inveterate habit of running after the last object
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which presented itself. He once lost an excellent opportunity of getting

married, by stopping on the way to show some boys how to catch

minnows.

" I'll go this minute and look for him," added Ariel, after a mo-
ment's hesitation.

" Do, uncle; but don't take your gun with you."

" No, no."

" And don't run after the pigeons."

" Oh, no."

" And take care you don't fall into the ditch."

" Oh, never fear," and away went the good-natured Ariel, clearing

his throat with a sonorous " a-hem !

"

On his way to the house of his brother Dennis, he saw a number of

little peach-trees, just fit for budding, which tempted him sorely.

But luckily for the consummation of his errand, he had left his jack-knife

at home, and there was an end of the matter. He proceeded on, there-

fore, and found Sybrandt at home. He had been considering all the

morning whether he should go over and see his pretty cousin, and had

just wrought himself up to the feat, when Ariel arrived with his message,

which threw him into great perplexity. In going to see her of his own
accord, and alone, he had privately come to an understanding with him-

self, that if his heart failed him by the way he could turn back again, and

nobody would be the wiser. But here was a different predicament, a

message and a companion, and he felt greatly inclined to demur.

" Come, come! zounds, man, why don't you stir yourself? When
I was of your age, if a pretty girl sent for me, I was off like a shot." .

" Yes, but you never hit the mark, uncle," said Sybrandt, smiling.

"A-hem," quoth Ariel, "but, zounds! come along, will you? I've

got fifty things to do this morning. Let me see—I promised to show
the dominie how to ring his pigs' noses—after that, I must go and tell

the widow Van Amburgh how her geese ought to be yoked—then to

squire Vervalen's to show them how to stew mushrooms—then to Brom
Van Riper's, to see if his sugar-pears are ripe—and—but come along;

d—n it, I shall never get through half my business this morning." Ac-
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cordingly he seized the youth by the arm and dragged him along, half-

willing, half-reluctant. A man is sometimes pleased with a little violence,

which saves him the trouble of making up his mind when he don't know,

exactly what he would be at; and so is a woman if she is not very much
belied.

"Well, here he is—I've caught him at last," shouted Ariel, as he

entered the hall where Catalina sat enjoying the sweet south breeze that

gathered coolness as it sailed up the river.

"What, uncle—the pigeons?" and the young lady smiled at the

recollection of yesterday's disaster.

" No; the goose," replied Ariel, bursting into a great laugh at his

own happy rejoinder.

Reader, art thou a modest, bashful, or what is still more, a sheepish

young person, as proud as Lucifer, and with feelings more wakeful and
skittish than a wild partridge and hast thou ever been made the object of

laughter? If so, thou wilt be able to enter into the agonies of Sybrandt,

as he stood perspiring under the consciousness that he cut rather a ridic-

ulous figure. No one can ever know what a man suffers in such a situa-

tion, except persons of the temperament I have described. If they did

—

if they could enter into the recesses of their hearts, and see the strings

quivering with keen and bitter mortifications, the most ill-natured, mal-

ignant being that was ever created would be careful not to play rudely

upon an instrument so easily disposed to tormenting discords. There

are thousands of young persons, and all of the higher order of intellect,

who in the days of their probation, before their hearts are seared in the

fires of indulgence, or deadened by disappointments, suffer more from the

careless disregard to their feelings, and the thoughtless ridicule indulged

in by the domestic circle in which they move, than from all other causes

combined.

James Kirke Paulding.

(To be continued.)
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should be sent to George W. Chamberlain, 92 Front Street, Weymouth, Mass.

RECENT DISCOVERIES IN PILGRIM

ANCESTRY

A brief summary of an article that

recently appeared in the Boston Trans-

cript, will be appreciated by our readers:

An important genealogical discovery

was recently made concerning the Rev.

John Robinson, famous as the pastor of

the Pilgrims in Holland, and the Rev.

Thomas Helwys, a somewhat less noted

Separatist. For many years it has been

known that Robinson was connected

with the Pilgrim church at Scrooby, in

the northern part of Nottinghamshire,

England, and that Helwys was associated

with John Smith, the leader made fam-

ous by self-baptism, in the church at

Gainsborough, some miles east of

Scrooby.

From these facts searchers for Pilgrim

ancestry have directed their attention to

the northern part of the shire. The pub-

lication of the marriages in the parishes

of the southern part of Nottinghamshire

has enabled Mr. William Prescott

Greenlaw, until recently editor of this

department, in connection with long

study of the subject, to identify the mar-

riage of the Rev. John Robinson with

the parish of Greasley and the marriage

of the Rev. Thomas Helwys with the

parish of Bilborough, both some thirty-

i39

five miles from the churches with which

it had long been known that they were

associated.

The entry from the Greasley parish

register reads as follows: " Mr. John
Robynson & Mistress Bridget Whyte
[married] 15 February, 1603." (Not-

tinghamshire Marriages, Vol. viii., p.

99-)

This date to be understood should be

1603-4, and we have in this identifica-

tion the place and the date of the mar-

riage of the Rev. John Robinson as new
information. The title " Mr." and

"Mistress" indicate that both parties

were persons of note and strengthens

the identification.

Morton Dexter in his " The England

and Holland of the Pilgrims" (1905),
upon which his father, Rev. Henry Mor-
ton Dexter, D.D., spent over thirty years

in preparation states, on p. 631, that

Rev. John Robinson was from Gains-

borough, Lincolnshire, and with others,

including Jane White, his sister-in-law,

bargained for a house in Holland, Jan.

27, 161 1, and calls him "pastor of the

Pilgrim Church." The same work on

p. 632 names Bridget (White) Robin-

son and gives her probable origin as

" from Worksop, Nottinghamshire."

This parish is only a few miles from

Greasley where the marriage took place.
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The marriage of Rev. Thomas Helwys

as found on the Bilborough parish reg-

ister is as follows:

" Thomas Helwys & Joan Ashmore
[married] 3 December 1595." (Not-

tinghamshire Marriages, Vol. vi, p. 94.)

Here we have the place, the date of

the marriage and the family name of the

wife of Thomas Helwys—items which

genealogical searchers have heretofore

failed to discover after years of search.

In 1890-91 Dr. Dexter published in

the Proceedings of the Massachusetts

Historical Society, Second Series, Vol.

vi, p. 54, a " List of English Exiles in

Amsterdam," in which he names Thomas
Helwys as from Basford, Nottingham-

shire, and Joan Helwys as his wife.

Basford is a parish about four miles

from Bilborough—a distance so near as

to make the identification of this mar-

riage reasonable and probable.

Rev. Thomas Helwys is reputed to

have been a member of the Brownist con-

gregation at Amsterdam and to have

formed at Pinner's Hall, in London, the

first Baptist congregation. He was a

" Puritan devine," and Arber in his

" Story of the Pilgrim Fathers," p. 140,

states that his company returned to Lon-

don about 1613.

In connection with this study of the

movements of the Pilgrims, many inter-

esting facts are brought out. Both John

Robinson and William Brewster were

educated men, both had common inter-

ests, and so far as we can judge at this

distance of time, their associations were

most friendly. When the question of

leaving Holland was raised it appears

that the Pilgrims were not all of one

mind as to their future course.

It seems to have been agreed, before

final action was taken, that if a majority

voted to emigrate, the pastor, Rev. John
Robinson should go, but if less voted to

emigrate that Elder William Brewster

should accompany the minority. A few

less than half of the company voted to

embark for England and the New
World.

Hence we find the Pilgrims at Ply-

mouth in 1620, and thereafter under the

leadership of Elder William Brewster.

—

Editor.

queries

28. a. Munsey—Ten dollars will be

paid to the first one sending proof of the

parentage of William Munsey of Kit-

tery, Maine, and of Dover, N. H. He
was in Kittery from 1686 to 1688; then

at Dover to 1694 or a little later.

b. Palmer—Ten dollars reward will

be paid to the first one sending the proof

of the parentage of Trueworthy Palmer

said to have been born in Hampton, N.

H., July 20, 1749, and to have died in

Conway, N. H., June 25, 1830. At one

time he lived in Loudon, N. H. Pi.
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